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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
ANALYSIS OF LIGHTNING FIELD CHANGES PRODUCED
BY FLORIDA THUNDERSTORMS
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Thundercloudsproduceelectric fields at the ground that can approach several kilovolts
per meter, and are usually directed upward. Pointed objects near the ground distort and inten-
sify these fields, and ensuing corona currents lead to the formation of a space charge shielding
layer. Because of this shielding layer, ground observations of the electric field no longer
contain enough information abcut the details of the thundercloud charges aloft. Fortunately, a
great deal can still be learned about the electrical structure of thunderclouds by analyzing
ground-based measurements of the changes in the electric field that are caused by lightning.
Since the space charges cannot rearrange quickly enough during a lightning event (typically 0.3
to 0.4 seconds), the effect of shielding can usually be ignored.
C.T.R. Wilson undertook the first systematic study of lightning field changes [Wilson,
1916]. He measured AE's at various distances from thunderstorms and showed that distant
cloud discharges produced field changes that were usually reversed in polarity from closer
discharges. From these observations, Wilson [ 1920] deduced the classic bipolar model for
thundercloud charges, i.e., positive charge at high altitudes and negative charge at lower
altitudes [Wilson, 1929].
Unfortunately, Wilson's measurements were limited to a single station and could not
provide a detailed picture of the charges that were involved in lightning. In order to obtain
more information about how lightning altered the cloud charge distribution, Workman and
Holzer [1942], Workman, Holzer, and Pelsor [1942], Reynolds and Neill [1955], and later
Krehbiel [ 1979] made multiple station measurements of electric field changes in New Mexico.
Krehbiel [1981] has recently reviewed the measurement techniques, the methods of data
analysis, and the results. These authors found that many flashes could be described by simple
charge models, and the resulting solutions were interesting not only because they provided
quantitative estimates of the lightning charge transfers, but also because they provided an
estimate of the altitudes of the charges (and corresponding temperatures) and the charge
locations relative to radar echoes. The New Mexico results showed that lightning charges were
located at temperatures that were below freezing, a result that has been verified by more recent
work [Barnard, 1951; Hacking, 1954; Tamura, 1958; Hatakeyama, 1958; Takeuti, 1966;
Ogawa and Brook, 1969]. This result in turn has motivated several important laboratory
experiments on the role of ice particles in cloud electrification processes [Workman and
Reynolds, 1949; Reynolds, Brook, and Gourley, 1957; and more recently Caranti and
Illingworth, 1980; Jayaratne, Hallet, and Saunders, 1980; Latham, 1981; Illingworth, 1985;
Baker et al., 1987; and Saunders and Zhang, 1987].
In the early 1970's, the NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC) installed a large network
of electric field mills to identify atmospheric electrical hazards that might threaten the launches
of spacecraft or ground operations. This network, located in the maritime tropical climate on
the Florida peninsula, contained 21 ground-based sensors and covered a total area of
approximately 15 x 25 km 2.
JacobsonandKrider [1976] used the KSC network to study thunderstorm fields and
developed a nonlinear least-squares minimization procedure (that will be described in detail
below), to analyze lightning field changes. They found that discharges to ground effectively
deposit positive charge (or, equivalently, remove negative charge) at altitudes of 6 to 9 km
where corresponding ambient aix temperatures are between -10 °C and -34 °C. Although these
charge altitudes are somewhat higher than in New Mexico, the corresponding air temperatures
were typical of other regions. Jacobson and Krider [1976] also found that a significant fraction
of the discharges to ground produced field changes that were small or even reverse polarity
within 3 km of the strike point. An analysis of these events showed that a small volume of
positive charge, 0.4 to 5 C, was often neutralized at altitudes between 1 and 3 km, together
with the main negative charge.
Maier and Krider [ 1986] analyzed KSC field mill data taken during the summer months
of 1976-1978 that was similar to the data used by Jacobson and Krider [1976]. These authors
used a computer algorithm to identify lightning and compute values of AE, rather than manual
methods used by Jacobson and Krider [1976]. The results indicated that the negative charge
centers remained at constant altitude throughout the life cycle of the thunderstorm. The mean
charge altitude depended somewhat on the storm, but the values ranged from 6.9 km (-14 °C)
to 8.8 km (-26 °C), with total charge transfers ranging from 11 °C to 44 °C.
A few years later, Koshak and Krider [1989] developed an improved computer method
for computing accurate field change values and extended the work of Maier and Krider [1986]
to active thunderstorms. Koshak and Krider [ 1989] also analyzed intracloud lightning and
showed that a typical cloud discharge produced moment changes of 113 °C km to 343 °C km
andthat high altitudecloud flashesweresystematically larger than lower altitude flashes.
Ground discharges in active storms were found to deposit charges at altitudes and ambient
temperatures that were comparable to those in small storms, and the total charge values were
also similar. Krider [1989] later pointed out that the apparent separation between the positive
and negative charge centers depended on the storm size.
One of the more interesting results of Koshak and Krider [1989] is the high degree of
symmetry in the directions of cloud discharges. High altitude cloud discharges effectively
transported positive charge in a downward direction toward the negative charge region, while
low altitude discharges transported charge in an upward direction. Cloud discharges that
occured at the same altitude as the negative charge region tended to transport positive charge in
a horizontal direction. These results are consistent with the classic bipolar charge structure
proposed by Wilson [ 1929] and with the extended tripolar smacture that is reviewed in
Williams [1989].
Although least-squares analyses of the KSC field mill data have greatly improved our
knowledge of lightning charges, these studies have several limitations and inherent biases
associated with them. First, the computer methods for detecting and computing lightning AE's
from field mill data are not perfect. Subsequent least-squares analyses of erroneous AE data
can lead to nonphysical charge solutions. Second, since very small field change values have
proportionately larger errors (see comments in Chapter 2 on digitization errors in KSC field
data), only large lightning events have been analyzed, i.e., those that produce a AE > 1 kV/m at
three or more field mill sites. Hence, the solution statistics are biased because the smaller
events have not been included. Finally, there are biases because complex lightning events can
not bedescribedwith thesimplechargemodelsused. Morecomplicatedchargemodelshave
not beenusedbecausea finite setof measurementsdonot, by themselves,provideenough
information to uniquelydescribecomplexevents.With anormaluncertaintyin theAE values,
therewill alwaysbeanuncertaintyin thechargesolutions.Evenwithout measurementerror,
thenatureof Coulomb's Law is suchthat therewill alwaysbeaninfinite numberof charge
distributionsthat will produceexactlythe samesetof field values. In orderto determinea
"correct" solution to an inherentlynon-uniqueproblem,we will needto addextraphysical
constraintssothat thenumberof ourchoicesarereduced.Suchconstraintsshouldbebasedon
our knowledgeaboutthephysicsof lightning andthethunderstormenvironment.
In thefollowing chapters,wewill describeaninteractivecomputerprogramthat
combinesmanualandautomaticanalysistechniquesto improvelightning identification andthe
computationof AE values(regardlessof their amplitude). This newprogramhasbeenapplied
to eightFlorida thunderstormsandtheresultingsetsof AE valueshavebeenanalyzedusingthe
standardleast-squaresapproachandpoint charge(Q) andpoint dipole (P) models. To reduce
biasesfrom aAE thresholdrequirement,we haveanalyzedall flashesthatproducedafield
changeof 1kV/m at two or moresites(ratherthanthreeor moresitesasdescribedabove).
Sincewe haveanalyzedtheentire life cycle of eachstorm(somelasting2 - 3hours),andsince
theinteractiveprogramhasallowedusto computeimprovedAE valuesandhasgivenus
confidencein reducingourAE-thresholdrequirement,wehaveobtainedimprovedQ- and
P-statisticsoverpreviousstudies.
The inability to describecomplexlightning eventswith simplechargemodelsis afar
morefundamentalproblem. Becauseof this, wehavealsodevelopedanentirelydifferent
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approach for analyzing lightning field changes. This new method can be used to describe very
complicated lightning charge distributions and provides an easier way of adding arbitrary
external constraints to the solution process. Solutions are no longer the parameters of simple
charge models, but are volume distributions of charge that are defined on a grid of finite
dimension and resolution. In order to describe lightning events having a variety of locations,
the grid is centered above the KSC network and has a large detection volume. In addition, our
method provides a framework where we can use a standard eigenanalysis to determine the
information content of the field change measurements, and assess the effects of measurement
errors, network geometry, and solution grid geometry on the accuracy of the solution.
The chapters below are organized in the following way. All details of the KSC
measuring network, examples of thunderstorm fields, and a discussion of the interactive AE
program are provided in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we review the least-squares approach of
Jacobson and Krider [1976] for analyzing AE's, and describe in greater detail some limitations
in the method. We next introduce our new analysis method by showing that we can describe
field changes in terms of a linear system of equations. Various algorithms for solving this
system will be discussed near the end of Chapter 3, and we will note that the most appropriate
algorithm is the "method of steepest descent". This algorithm allows arbitrary external
constraints to be added to the solution process and the importance of these constraints will be
stressed in Chapter 4, where we give several examples.
As a check of our new method, we analyze the fields produced by known lightning
sources in Chapter 5 and discuss solution errors. We show that a particular form of the method
of steepest descent, a Landweber iteration, is most useful in obtaining accurate solutions. We
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give a theoretical description of solution errors and we also explore the information content of
the data using an eigenanalysis approach. In Chapter 6, we give all of our Q- and P-model
results for eight Florida storms. We also analyze three lightning events from one of these
storms using the Landweber iterative technique and then compare the results with the
associated Q- and P-model results. Chapter 6 ends with some suggestions for future work, and
Chapter 7 summarizes our results.
CHAPTER2
MEASUREMENTS
This chapterdescribesour measurements of thunderstorm electric fields and a computer
algorithm that has been used to determine the values of lightning-caused changes in these
fields. The finite set of derived field changes will loosely be referred to as "measurements" in
later chapters. The net errors in the field change values are important in determining the
accuracy of our solutions (see Chapter 5 on solution error). Accordingly, this chapter also
reviews various difficulties associated with computing accurate AE's from the electric field
data and concludes by giving reasonable estimates of our overall error.
2.1 Electric field measurements
The electric field data have been obtained at the NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC)
and the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS). These facilities are located on the
east-central coast of the Florida peninsula. During the summer months, thermally driven
sea-breeze circulations develop in this area, interact with the Westerlies, and produce lines of
convection that often produce heavy precipitation and lightnning. In order to identify atmos-
pheric electrical hazards, KSC and CCAFS operate and maintain a large ground-based network
of electric field mills at the sites shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.2 shows a photograph of a typical field mill site. Note that each sensor is
placed on a level, paved surface that is free from grass and other protruding obstacles, such as
trees, buildings, etc., that might distort the local field. The sensors are cleaned at monthly
intervalssoanyadverseeffectsfrom theelements(e.g., seaspraysaltdeposits,insects,etc.)
areminimized.
Eachfield mill measuresthevertical componentof theatmosphericelectric field, and
duringnormaloperation,thedataaresentto acentralrecordingstation,wheretheyare
digitized at arateof 10samplespersecondandstoredon nine-trackmagnetictape. The
digitization accuracyis about30V/m andeachfield mill hasadynamicrangeof -15 kV/m to
+15kV/m. In orderto remove60cycle fields, the sensorsoperatewith a low passfilter that has
atime constantof about0.1 seconds.Although thisconstantis too slow to time-resolvethe
individual componentsof amultiple strokeflash, it is morethanadequateto resolvetheentire
discharge(atypical dischargehasadurationof about0.5 seconds).Absolutecalibrationof
eachsensorhasbeenestimatedto beaccurateto within about10%[JacobsonandKrider,
1976]. All of the field mill data that are analyzed in this study were obtained in 1978 as part of
the Florida Thunderstorm Research International Project (TRIP) [Pierce, 1976].
2.2 Computation of lightning-caused field chan_es
Computer methods for identifying lightning and computing values of lightning-caused
changes in the electric field have been described by Maier and Krider [1986] and Koshak and
Krider [ 1989]. In this section, we will review these methods and discuss their deficiences.
With these deficiencies in mind, we will then introduce an improved interactive AE program.
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2.2.1 Identifying lightning in field mill data
Figure 2.3 is an example of the electric field records that were obtained simultaneously
at three different field mill sites. These data were obtained at the NASA Kennedy Space
Center during a fairly active thunderstorm on July 6, 1978. In this figure, a positive potential
gradient is the polarity that would be produced by a positive charge aloft, or equivalently, a
negative charge aloft will produce an upward directed field. The abrupt field discontinuities
throughout the record are produced by lightning flashes, and it is these field changes that need
to be identified and computed.
Since individual Florida thunderstorms can produce thousands of discharges
[Livingston and Krider, 1978], manual detection and analysis of each individual lightning
event is not a practical procedure. The most obvious characteristic that distinguishes a
lightning event from other variations in the field is the simultaneous occurrence of a large field
derivative of either plus or minus polarity that lasts a few tenths of a second at two or more
field mill sites. Accordingly, the computer algorithms developed by Jacobson and Krider
[1976], Maier and Krider [ 1986], and Koshak and Krider [1989] have used this characteristic
for lightning identification. Jacobson and Krider [1976] used an algorithm that began by
arranging the field mill data into consecutive 1-second time blocks. The averages of the first
two field values in each adjacent block were used to extrapolate a field value to the end of the
third time block. If the actual field at the end of the third time block differed by more than 600
V/m from the extrapolated field at two or more sites, a lightning was assumed to have
occurred. The time of the flash was taken to be the time at which the majority of sites
experienced their maximum field derivative.
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2.2.2 Obtaining initial and final fields
Once a lightning event has been found, the time the discharge began (ti) and the time
that it ended (tf) need to be determined in order to compute a field change. Examples of these
times are shown in Figure 2.3 for a large flash that occurred near field mill site 2 just prior to
190700 GMT. Maier and Krider [1986] found the beginning and ending times by calculating
the field derivative before and after the flash time and then assigning t_ and tf to be the times
when most sites had field derivatives that were consistently below 1750 V/m/s. Because the
shapes of the field changes are often very different from site to site for a particular lightning
event, Koshak and Krider [1989] improved this procedure by using a a pattern recognition
algorithm to move time markers to the proper times q and tf.
2.2.3 The time-varying background field
Since the background electric field is often changing when a discharge occurs, one
cannot simply subtract the initial field E(ti) from the final field E(t_) to obtain an accurate value
of AE. Note in Figure 2.3 that the flash just before 190700 GMT at field mill site 2, is
preceded by a large field derivative just before ti and just after tf, and a similar behavior can be
seen for many other flashes in Figure 2.3. These field variations are caused by currents within
and near the thundercloud, and the associated displacement current densities (i.e., E0dE/dt) can
approach tens of nanoamperes per square meter [Krider and Blakeslee, 1985; Koshak and
Krider, 1989; Deaver and Krider, 1990]. More accurate field change values can be found
using:
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dE + (At/2)] (2.1)
In this procedure, about six field values before ti and after tf were used to calculate the field
derivatives, and At = tt - ti was the duration of the lightning event. Koshak and Krider [1989]
have shown that the correction term, (- dE/dtl f - dE/dtl i) At/2, can be as large as 40% of the
uncorrected field change during active thunderstorms.
The pattern recognition algorithm used by Koshak and Krider [1989] helped to
determine a more accurate ti and tf for each flash. This procedure also provided more accurate
field projections. If for example, ti and tt were only approximated, then the interval, At, and the
field values used to calculate dE/dtl i and dE/dtl f could be in error. In a worst case scenario, if
two lightning events are very close to one another in time, a slight error in ti and tf could
produce a background correction that, in reality, is associated with another lightning event.
2.2.4 L- and F-changes
Another factor that needs to be considered in the computation of field changes is the
possible presence of a leader L- (leader) or F- (final) change structure in the shape of AE
[Pierce, 1955]. In Figure 2.3, site 2 contains a F-change structure at about 190516 GMT. In
order to show this more clearly, Figure 2.4 gives an expanded view of the flash of interest.
Note the initial sharp discontinuity that defines the start of the flash, and then the large positive
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peak. After thepeakthereis a substantialnegativefield transition(or F-change)lastingabout
0.2 seconds.After theF-change,thefield returnsto a slowly varying backgroundlevel. Since,
we areinterestedonly in thetotalchangein thebackgroundlevel, wemustignoreanyL- or F-
changesin AE. To detectthesechanges,KoshakandKrider [1989] checkfor largechangesin
thefield derivativebeforeandafter themain field discontinuity. Again, thesuccessof this
approachdependson thesuccessof patternrecognitioniterationsin finding thetimesdirectly
beforeandafter themainfield discontinuitydefiningtheflash.
2.2.5 Detection of poor field nlill data
Unfortunately, the algorithm discussed by Koshak and Krider [1989] cannot be used to
analyze poor field mill data. Examples of poor data are given in Figure 2.5, an expanded
portion of the data given previously in Figure 2.3. Note how the output from mill 25 is being
affected by a 1 Hz background noise signal, although it does still detect lightning events. Mill
18 has spurious field variations that could be due to a local rain shower. In both cases, the
lightning field variations, such as is recorded "cleanly" at site 2, is being distorted.
At least two problems are caused by noise in the field mill data. The first is that the
noise can satisfy the lightning detection criteria and produce a false event. As discussed above,
a lightning signature is distinguished by a large field change at two or more field mill sites;
thus two noisy sites can create a false event. The second problem arises when noisy data are
used to compute the time varying background field. Koshak and Krider [1989] have
minimized this problem by extrapolating only those fields that exibit a high degree of linearity,
but this method is not perfect.
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The records in Figure 2.3 show that data are missing at about 190930 GMT (see the
long straight lines connecting the field values) probably due to a short power interruption.
Automatic analyses of these records could result in erroneous tLE values.
2.2.6 Interactive algorithm
In order to improve the detection and ZkE computation of lightning flashes and to
eliminate bad field data, we have developed an interactive computer algorithm. The procedure
starts by plotting the data on a high resolution CRT display and then making a visual
examination to eliminate all poor field mill data. Typically, the computer displays about 10
minutes of data for five field mill sites, with a temporal resolution of 10 samples per second.
When searching for bad data, the operator can examine the next 10 minutes of data by simply
pushing a mouse key. By scrolling through the data in this fashion, most noise and data drop
outs can be detected and then eliminated from further analysis.
After the bad data are eliminated, the operator returns to the beginning of the data file
and then scrolls through the good data in order to identify individual lightning events. To do
this, the operator selects three or more field mill sites that are spatially separated and then
scrolls through the records and marks the times of sharp discontinuities that define each flash
using the mouse. The amplitude of the field is automatically normalized on each data frame.
After the operator identifies a flash time, the algorithm automatically calculates the values of
ZkE using the pattern recognition iterations, L- and F-change checks, and the time varying field
corrections that were described above. Within a few seconds, the initial and final times of the
flash are plotted on the screen together with dotted lines that show the time-varying field slope
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corrections. After thefield changeshavebeencomputed,theflash timesandAE values are
stored on the computer hard disk.
With this interactive program, the operator can make a decision as to how well a
particular AlE has been analyzed or if in fact the event should be analyzed manually. Figure 2.5
shows a flash at about 190745 GMT (mill 2) that has a very complicated F-change structure.
In this case, the interactive algorithm would not be able to obtain an accurate AE value with the
normal F-change checks, so a manual analysis would be used. The algorithm helps the
operator to carry out the AlE computations, stores the values, and other housekeeping activities
that would otherwise be very time-consuming.
2.3 Errors
Since ultimately we will use the AE values to compute the locations and magnitudes of
changes in the cloud charge distribution, it is important to determine what effect errors in AlE
have on our final charge solution. Intuitively, we might expect that large uncertainties in the
AE values will produce large uncertainties in the inferred solution, and as shown in section 5.1,
this is a correct statement. What is less obvious, however, is that solution error does not
necessarily increase in a one-to-one sense with measurement error. Depending on the location
of field sensors for instance, even very small amounts of error in AE can result in huge solution
The effects of AlE error on solution error are discussed more thoroughly in Chapters 4e rrors.
and 5.
For the current discussion, we only need an estimate of the total error in AE. In our
particular problem, the author feels confident that a reasonable upper bound to the AE error is
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about 10%or 30V/m, whicheveris larger. This estimationincludesall sources,e.g.,random
error in thefield measurements,digitization error,inaccuraciesin time-varyingfield and
patternrecognitioncalculations,etc..
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CHAPTER3
FIELD CHANGE ANALYSES
In thischapter,wewill reviewtheleast-squaresoptimizationprocedurethat has
previously beenusedto analyzelightning field changes,andwewill point out somebasic
limitations in themethod. We will alsointroduceanew,linearmethodthat canprovidenew
opportunitiesandnewinsights.
Theprimary aimof bothanalysesis thesame.Whena lightning dischargeoccurs,the
original chargedistribution in andaroundthecloudis altered,andwewould like to describe
thelocationandmagnitudeof this change.According to Coulomb'sLaw, anychangein the
thundercloudchargewill produceachangein thefield at theground. In textbookproblems,
oneis usuallyaskedto find thefield that is producedby agivenchargedistribution in the
presenceof variousconductorsand/ordielectrics. Herewe areinterestedin the inverse
problem,i.e., wewant to find thechangesin thecloudchargedistribution whenwe aregiven
thevaluesof AE. We havepreviouslypointedout thatthis inverseproblemis fundamentally
non-unique. In Chapter4, wewill showhowexternalconstraintscanbeusedto reducethe
solutionambiguities.
3.1 Nonlinear least-squares optimization
Least-squares optimization methods were fin'st applied to the analysis of lightning field
changes by Jacobson and Krider ]1976]. The analysis begins by assuming that the measured
field changes, AE i, can all be described by a simple charge model. The parameters of the
model (e.g., charge location and magnitude) are then inferred from the measurements by
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minimizing a (reduced)Chi-squarefunction of theform:
1 Mi
(3.1)
where M i = Mi(ak), k=l .... p, is the model field change value at the ith field mill site; there are p
model parameters ak; t_i is the rms measurement error;, and Nf = m - p is the number of degrees
of freedom (i.e., number of measurements minus the number of unknown model parameters).
In practice, the model M i is nonlinear so nonlinear methods are used to search for the model
parameters that minimize Cr 2.
Because of measurement errors, the minimum values of C2 for different events are not
unique numbers, but are a set of numbers that are distributed according to the C 2 distribution.
The expectation value of this distribution is simply the number of degrees of freedom in the
solution (i.e., <C2> = Nf). When Nf is increased, the standard deviation of the C 2 distribution
decreases so that large values of C 2 become more improbable [Bevington, 1969]. In general,
Jacobson and Krider [1976], Maier and Krider [1986], and Koshak and Krider [1989] have
found that a value of C, 2 < 10 usually corresponds to a suitable solution when o i = 0.05.
3.1.1 The Marquardt algorithm
The nonlinear search for the optimum parameters has usually been an iterative
algorithm first proposed by Marquardt [19631 and subsequently described by Bevington
[19691. In this algorithm, the model function M i is linearized by expanding it in a Taylor series
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anddroppingall higherorderterms. If we insertthe linearizedmodel function backinto Eq.
(3.1), Cr2cannow beregardedafunction of themodelparameterincrements,Aak:
/ E1 _1 PC:,(Aak)= -_/ ,=_ ¢_ i- M,o + Z DM'I z_k
-- ,_, -_-_Io (3.2)
In order to find the optimum values of the increments, i.e. the values that minimize Cr 2, we take
derivatives of Cr 2 with respect to each Aa k and set the results equal to zero. This produces p
equations with p unknowns (parameter increments) that are of the form:
1 OMi [ P .i=1 (l--_ (AEi-Mi°)--_ak 0=_ aktAal' (3.3)
where A_a are the elements of an approximative curvature matrix (pxp) given by:
A;,=Z 1 aM,I aM,I
,=,_ _ 0-_--_110 (3.4)
Thus, we can start with an initial guess of the model parameters and then iterate to find better
values by solving Eq. (3.3). The procedure is repeated until a suitably small value of C_2 is
obtained.
Solving Eq. (3.3) for the parameter increments is known as the expansion method; and
this approach is particularly efficient when we are close to a minimum in the C_2 function, but
slow when we are far from a minimum. The Marquardt algorithm overcomes this deficiency
by replacing the matrix A" with A = A" + _.I, where 3, is a positive scalar and I is the identity
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matrix. Now, the iterationformulacanbewrittenas:
Aa = (A" + _.I)-t V, (3.5)
whereV is ak-dimensionalvectorwhosecomponentsaregiven by thetermsthat aresummed
on the left sideof Eq. (3.3). At thestartof the search,_,is madelargesothat thediagonal
elementsof A dominate. Theparameterincrementsin thiscasearein a directionnearlydown
thegradientof theC_ hypersurfaceandtheminimumis approachedquiterapidly. Sincethe
gradienttendstowardzero,andfrequentlychangesdirectionasaminimum is approached,the
valueof _.is decreasedto favor theexpansionmethod.
3.1.2 The Q- and P-models
The simplest charge model and one that can be used to describe a spherically symmetric
lightning event is the point charge or simply the "Q-model" [Jacobson and Krider, 1976; Maier
and Krider, 1986]. This model contains four unknown parameters, the charge location (X,Y,H)
and magnitude AQ. With the Q-model, the field change at the i th field mill site is:
Mi = 2AQH 3 , (3.6)
4 Eo(H2+
where DiS = (Xi-X)2 + (Yi-Y) 2 and (Xi,Yi) is the location of the i th field mill site. This model
assumes that the field sensors are located on fiat, perfectly conducting ground. The factor of 2
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in thenumeratorof Eq. (3.6)comesfrom an imagechargethatsatisfiestheboundarycondition
at the ground.
A model that is oftenusedto describeaclouddischarge[KoshakandKrider, 1989;
Krider, 1989] is a six-parameter point dipole or "P-model." Here, the discharge is assumed to
produce field changes on the ground that are described by:
["3H (AP-R_) ]Mi - 2 1R_ L R_ APz ,
(3.7)
where the point dipole vector AP has the components (AP x, APy, AP_), and is located at
(X,Y,H). The position vector, Ri, points from the ita field mill site to the point dipole. Figure
3.1 shows the geometrical aspects of both the Q- and P-models. In practice, each model is run
on the same lightning event and the model that produces the lowest value of Cr 2 is
assumed to be correct (provided, of course, that Cr 2 < 10) [Maier and Krider, 1986].
3.1.3 Limitations of model fits
A large fraction of lightning discharges alter the cloud charge in ways that produce
complex field change patterns, e.g., multi-branched air discharges. Under these circumstances,
it is usually not possible to describe the event using a simple Q- or P-model (Koshak and
Krider [1989] could describe only about 50% of all large lightning events using Q- and P-
models). A reasonable response to such a problem might be to invent more complicated charge
models that have several model parameters.
this is not an acceptable course of action.
As will be seen below, and again in Chapter 4,
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In thestudiesdonebyWorkman,Holzer, and Pelsor [1942] and Krehbiel [1981], it was
suggested that the number of measurements sets an upper limit to the complexity of the charge
model used. In effect, it was asserted that a solution could not be found because the number of
measurements (m) were fewer than the number of model parameters (p).
On the contrary this is not the reason for being restricted to simple models. For
instance, one can find the minimum C'2(a) when m < p by simply checking all reasonable
values of the parameters until the minimum is found. This can be accomplished on the
computer by using nested DO-LOOPS with adequate resolution for parameter increments.
Furthermore, the reader is urged to note that the Marquardt algorithm, as it stands, can also be
used to find the minimum when m < p. Note that for m < p, the approximative curvature
matrix A" given above is singular (i.e., noninvertible). However, as pointed out by Marquardt
[1963], the addition of the term kI to A" removes this singularity so that the minimum can be
approached (i.e., A = (A" + M) is invertible). Bevington [1969] does not mention this point,
and in fact, Marquardt [1963] devoted only one sentence to it in his original discussion (see
Marquardt [1970] for a full discussion). Thus, even when m < p the measurements allow one
to find a solution; this solution is, as always, non-unique.
With these comments in mind, the primary reason for avoiding many parameter models
is due to the difficulties associated with adequately constraining the parameters so that physi-
cally reasonable solutions are obtained. Unfortunately, the measurements alone do not always
provide enough constraint to the model parameters so that more than one solution may be
deemed acceptable. In effect, there exist multiple minima in the C 2 hypersurface; if additional
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(or "external")constraintsarenotaddedto theproblem,noclearcut determinationof the
"proper"solutioncanbemade.
In all least-squaresanalysesto date(regardlessof thealgorithmusedto find the
minimum Cr2),few constraints,if anyhavebeenappliedto modelparameters.The Marquardt
algorithm,mostoften used,is noexceptionandthis is clearly demonstratedin section4.2
below. Note thatthereis thepossibility of redefiningtheerror function to beCr2[given in Eq.
(3.1)] plus someadditionaltermsthatdirectly constrainthemodelparameters, however a more
desirable approach will be described in section 3.2.
Another limitation of the least-squares methods used to date is that there is no practical
way to determine the information content of the measurements. We will now introduce a new
analysis method that allows a standard eigenanalysis to be used to determine information
content and which provides other advantages as well.
3.2 Fredholm integral formulation
In order to overcome some of the limitations of the least-squares model approach, we
will reformulate our inversion problem in terms of a linear system of equations. This is a new
and fundamentally different approach to the analysis of lightning field changes.
Many inversion problems have previously been put into the form of a linear Fredholm
integral equation of the first kind [Twomey, 1977]:
g(u) =  K(u,v)f(v)dv, (3.8)
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whereg(u) representsmeasurements,f(v) is anunknowndistribution thatis to be inferred,and
K(u,v) is akernel functionrelating themeasurementsto the unknowndistribution. Several
examplesof physicalproblemshavingthisgeneralform aregivenby Twomey [1977]. For
instance,anatmospherictemperatureprofile T(z) [= f(v)] canbeinferredfrom measurements
of theradiationintensity I(_,)[which,apartfrom afew constants,is g(u)] atdifferent
wavelengthsZ,[= u], thekernelbeingaderivativeof anoptical transmissivityfunction. In this
caseEq. (3.8)becomesa modifiedform of theequationof radiativetransfer. We will soonsee
that Coulomb'sLaw canalsobewritten in theform of Eq. (3.8).
Theformal redevelopmentof theproblembeginswith anintegraldescriptionof the
electrostaticpotentialdueto a knownvolumedistributionof charge(seeJackson[1975]).
Startingwith thewell-knowndivergencetheorem:
f V'.AdV'= _A.Ptda"
V" s"
(3.9)
if we let A = CV'G - GV'¢, where ¢ and G are arbitrary functions of space, we get:
] 2G-G V'%) arC"= (¢V'G--G .a eta"
V" s"
(3.10)
which is Green's second identity or Green's theorem. If we identify _ and G as the scalar
potential and a Green function, respectively, we have the following constraints:
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V" 2@(r')= -p(r')/_o (3.11)
V" 2G (r,r') = -_( r-r')/e o (3.12)
1
G(r,r') = 4_lr-r'l + F(r, r') . (3.13)
Here, the Green function is simply the potential of a unit point charge at r" plus the potential
F(r,r') due to a system of image charges outside V'. Substituting Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) into
(3.10) and carrying out the volume integration over the delta function, we obtain an integral
relation for the potential:
_(r)= f G(r,r')p(r')dV'-eo _ -G On" da . (3.14)
V"
To solve Eq. (3.14) for the potential, we can pick F(r,r') so that either Dirichlet [G(r,r')
= 0 on S'] or Neumann [0G(r,r')/On" = 0 on S'] boundary conditions are satisfied depending on
whether we know the value of _(r') or 0d_/On" on S', respectively. For our purposes, the upper
half space is the volume of interest, V', and we require that the potential be zero everywhere
In this Dirichlet problem, the integral relation for the potentialon S" as shown in Figure 3.2.
reduces to:
_(r) = f G(r, r')p(r') dV'. (3.15)
V"
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Usingthemethodof images,theappropriateform of F(r,r') can be found so that the
boundary conditions are satisfied. The potential in V" due to a unit charge in V" and its image
below the conducting plane is:
G (r, r') = _ , (3.16)
where R = [(x-x')2+(y-y')2+(z- z-)211/2 and F = [(x-x')2+(y-y')2+ (z+z')2] I/2. Substituting (3.16)
into (3.15) gives:
) p (r') dV'. (3.17)
At this point, we can take the gradient of Eq. (3.17) to determine the electric field at all points
within V'; if a lightning discharge alters p(r'), we can calculate the temporal change in the
field (or potential gradient) at the ground using:
A(v,(,)Lo) Az J 2z" Ap(r') .,2]3/2 dV',= T_ . [(x-x 32 + ty-y 32 + z (3.18)
where Ap(r') describes the change in the cloud charge distribution that was produced by the
lightning discharge.
Adopting the notation of Twomey [1977] we may denote:
I Ag(x,y) - A(V_(r) z=o) • z (3.19)
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K(x,y,r9 - z'/(2_eo l(x-x'Y + (y.y.)2 + zap/2) (3.20)
f(r') - Ap(r') . (3.21)
With these changes in the variables, equation (3.18) becomes:
g(x,y) = f K(x,y,r') f(r')dV" (3.22)
V"
which is essentially the same as the Fredholm integral equation given previously in Eq. (3.8),
with (x,y) --_ u and r" --4 v. Here, g(x,y) describes the changes in field anywhere on the
ground, f(r') is an unknown charge density distribution, and K(x,y,r') is a geometrical kernel
function relating the two. Given a particular (x,y) field mill location on the ground, the
magnitude of the kernel function K(x,y,r') can be plotted for arbitrary points in space r'.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show such plots for representative distances D = [(x-x')2+(y - y-)211/2 from,
and altitudes z" above, an arbitrary field mill site location (x,y).
Before proceeding any further, it will be worthwhile to express Eq. (3.22) in matrix
We can write the unknown source function as a series of (arbitrary) discrete charges atform.
known locations on a grid as
n
f(r') = j_= f j 5 (r" - rj) , (3.23)
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whererj is thepositionof thejthgrid point andfi is thevalueof thechangein chargeat that
point. Thefield changesatposition (x,y) on thegroundcanthenbedescribedby:
/I
g (x,y ) = _., K (x,y,rj ) f j .
j=l
(3.24)
Since our measurements are made at a finite number of discrete points on the x-y plane, we can
also write (3.24) as:
n
gi =]_ Kijfj i= 1 .... ¢n (3.25)
j--I
where m is the number of field mill sites, and n is the number of grid points in the upper half
space. The matrix form of Eq. (3.25) is simply:
g = Kf, (3.26)
where g is now a (mxl) column vector of m field change measurements, f is a (nxl) column
vector of the changes in charge at n grid points in the upper half space, and K is a (mxn) kernel
matrix relating fields to charges.
Thus, by using only Coulomb's Law and the divergence theorem, we are now able to
describe our measurements in terms of a linear system of equations. The nonlinearity is
present only in the kernel functions as seen in Figures (3.3) and (3.4). Note that these
functions are determined by simply evaluating the gradient of the Green function at the ground.
Equation (3.26) is completely analogous to the temperature inversion problem that we
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mentionedin section3.1.3andshouldnot beconfusedwith the linearsystemgivenpreviously
in Eq. (3.3).
A numberof methodshavebeendevelopedto solvelinear systemssuchasEq. (3.26),
andmanyhavebeendiscussedby Twomey [1977]. Dependingon theparticularphysical
problemat hand,someof themethodsof solutionareundoubtedlymoreappropriatethan
others.
An importantandunavoidablecharacteristicof ourapproachis thefact that wenow
havea largenumberof grid pointsin theupperhalf spaceto considerandwemustfind a
chargevalueateachof thesepoints. In thetemperatureinversiondiscussedabove,T(z) is
describedby usingasinglecolumnof grid points,butwe havetheproblemof finding fir') =
f(x',y',z') onacubical (or cylindrical, etc.) volumeof grid points. Sincethenumberof
columnsin thekernelmatrix K is equalto thetotal numberof grid pointsin thevolume,we
canexpect thesizeof thekernelmatrix to beratherlarge. Methodsof solvingEq. (3.26)that
avoidtheneedto storeandinvert a largeK matrix aredescribedbelow.
3.2.1 Gradient-constrained linear inversion algorithm
A standard procedure for solving a matrix equation like Eq. (3.26) is the method of
constrained linear inversion [Twomey, 1977]. In this procedure, one starts with an error
function of the form
e(f) = (g-Kf) e + _Hf , (3.27)
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wherethe tilde symboldenotestransposition,H is aconstraintmatrix, and_,is afactor that
weightstheconstrainttermjZ'I-If.If wenow takethederivativeof e with respectto eachof the
unknownchargevalues,fj (j = 1.....n) andsettheresultequalto zero,we obtainn equationsin
n unknownsthat havethesolution:
J' = (,_K+ 7H)-t _g. (3.28)
Basically, this inversionformula providesvaluesof f that minimize the error function, e.
As noted above, we would like to have a procedure that avoids the need for storing or
inverting a large kernel matrix. In Eq. (3.28), the matrix to be inverted is intolerably large,
because it has dimension (n × n), where n is the total number of points in our volume grid. One
alternative is to select only a few source points (i.e., limit n to 1 or 2 or 3, etc.) and then use an
iterative procedure to move the sources around until an acceptable value of e is obtained. This
procedure is conceptually similar to the nonlinear search procedure discussed in section 3.1.2,
except that now we have an error function with constraints on the charge parameters, f.
In order to find an optimum charge solution we will introduce an n-dimensional vector,
p = (xl,yi,z 1..... Xn,yn,z.), that describes the locations of n grid points above the
conducting plane with respect to an arbitrary origin. An iterative procedure that can reduce the
error function to acceptable levels is to use the following steps:
(a) choose a starting p,
(b) find the optimum f using Eq. (3.28),
3O
(c) form a newp" = p - tVe
(d) return to step (b),
(f fixed), (3.29)
where the gradient operator V - (O/Oxl,-.-,O/Oz,), and t is an adjustable parameter. In practice,
we have obtained satisfactory results using this procedure by choosing t = IApt/IVel = (Ar12
+...+ Ar,2)la/IVel = (ndZ)lr2/IAel, where Arjz = Axj z + Ayj z + Azj 2 and d = 100 meters.
Basically, one starts with an initial guess of the grid point locations, finds f by matrix
inversion, and then further decreases the error function by moving the grid points down the
gradient of e (holding f fixed). When the new grid point locations are found, the process is
repeated. After a few hundred iterations, a much improved value ofe is obtained. Since this
process is fairly fast, and since the hypersurface e(p) may contain many local minima, we
normally choose 1000 or more initial grid point configurations at random, followed by steps
(b) through (d) until a suitable value of e is obtained. If all these randomized grid point
configurations do not produce a sufficiently small value of e, the value of n is increased by one
and the whole procedure is repeated.
Note that because the term 7 H will dominate small eigenvalues in K K (see section
4.1), the value of n can, in principle, be larger than the number of measurements. In addition,
since e and f are only functions of p, the constraints we have imposed on f (through H and n)
reduce the entire problem to one of finding the optimum vector p.
In principle, the above iteration could be done starting with any initial charge
configuration. Intuitively, however, one might expect to obtain better results if the fin'st guess
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placesthesourcepointsfairly closeto the lightning discharge.To acheivethis, we first
assumethatthedischargeis localizedaboutsomepoint r abovetheground. Equation(3.26)
thenbecomes:g = Kf = flKt(rl) + ... + fnKn(rn),wherethevectorsKl(rl) arethecolumn
vectorsof thekernelmatrix. Sincetheflash is localized,r_= ... _=r, - r, sothat K_(r_)= ... =
K_(rn) = K(r). With this approximation,
g =_ (f: +... + f,)K(r) - QK(r) (3.30)
which is identical to the classic Q-model result given in Eq. (3.6). Now, to obtain an optimum
value of Q(r) that is not too large, we can construct an error function of the form: e = [g -
QK(r)] 2 + T Q2 which is a degenerate form of Eq. (3.27) with H = I (identity matrix) and n = 1.
The optimum value of Q at r is then given, in analogy to the constrained inversion result given
in Eq. (3.28) as: Qopt = Z[Ki(r)gi]/[Zi(Ki2(r)) + T]- Substituting this into our expression for e
gives the minimum error eopt(r ) at any point above the ground. By scanning the upper half
space on a grid with 2 km resolution, we can find the value of r for which eopt(r) is a minimum,
and then this value of r (denoted by rmin) becomes an optimum starting point (in the least
squares sense). In practice, we can obtain a final solution by selecting initial charge
configurations that are confined to a cube whose dimensions are 10 km on a side, and whose
center point is at rm_n. The advantages of the gradient constrained linear inversion over the
original Marquardt procedure are discussed in Chapter 4.
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3.2.2 Twomey-Chahine algorithm
This method, originally proposed by Chahine [ 1970] and later modified by Twomey
[1975], is an iterative procedure that can be used to solve a matrix equation like (3.26) when
the number of unknowns is large. As in any iterative approach, we start with an initial guess
of the unknown distribution f0, and this guess is thereafter improved until the residual (g - Kf) 2
is sufficiently small. In tomographic approaches to solving two-dimensional remote sensing
problems, Twomey [1987] reports successful reconstructions of up to 40,000 unknown
quantities. The iteration scheme used to solve these highly underdetermined systems is given
by:
N
fT=' = fT(X + ;i K_ij) , (3.31)
where K_j, = I_./(K_j)m _ is a scaled kernel element and ;i N = (gi/I _(r')fN(r')dV "- 1),
though other forms of _iN are possible. Twomey [1975] has shown that successive iterations
by Eq. (3.31) lead to a solution that is constrained to the space spanned by the kernel functions,
i.e., f is a linear combination of the kernel functions in the form f(r') = EoqKi(r'). Note that all
portions of f(r') that are orthogonal to Ki(r') are not "seen" by the measurements and therefore
are not constrained by the measurements. Since fir') is forced to be nonorthogonal to the
kernel functions, the solution is usually sufficiently constrained by the measurements so that a
stable (nonoscillatory) solution results. We have verified that the results are stable when the
source is a single point charge lying above the field mill network.
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3.2.3 Method of steepest descent
Unfortunately, the Twomey-Chahine iteration was designed to retrieve unknown
distributions that are only one polarity (usually positive). We do not need this "polarity
constraint" in our problem, since lightning can obviously involve both positive and negative
charges. In addition, since the solution is confined to the space spanned by the kernel
functions, it is difficult to add other contraints to the solution. In order to overcome these
difficulties, we have devised a more general iterative procedure that allows the unknown
distribution to take on positive, negative, and zero values, and that also allows for arbitrary
external constraints.
We define an error function to be of the form:
e(f) = (g- Kf) 2 -I-'_lCl(f) -I- "_2C2 (f) + .... (3.32)
where Ct(f), C2(f)... are the constraint terms, and _'1, 7z .... are the associated weighting factors.
The iteration then becomes:
f" = f- tVe, (3.33)
where t is an adjustable parameter that determines how far one steps down the gradient of the
hypersurface eft), and where the gradient operator V = _ I (0/0fl) + -.. +_ n (0/0f,). In essence,
Eq. (3.33) is nothing more than a method of steepest descent applied to a constrained
least-squares problem. Fig. 3.5 illustrates the basic idea behind this method. For clarity, the
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illustration is for the simplecasen = 2, i.e. thecolumnvector f hasonly two components.
With oneiteration by Eq. (3.33),the initial guessf is updatedto thevaluef', andtheerror
functione is decreased.
To find theoptimumvalueof t, we solvetheequation:
de(S)
dt = 0. (3.34)
For example, if e(f) = (g - Kf) 2 + 3,Efj 2, the optimum value of t becomes:
ige _i (g _Kijfj)(_Kij Oe)rZLOf j i-j . j J
t = (3.35)
_e'_ 2 ,1,_ (_e _ 2z (z K. o:d + . ko:d
The physical significance of the yZfj 2 constraint will be discussed in the next chapter.
3.2.4 Landweber iterations
Landweber [1950] has proposed another iteration formula for solving Fredholm integral
equations of the first kind:
fN = fN-1 +/_ (g _ Kf). (3.36)
Landweber has shown that if the kernel functions satisfy the constraint: J"_ K2(x,y,r ") dx dy
dV" _<2, then the residual e = (g - Kf) 2 must converge to zero and that the solution can be
written as:
j,N = (/_K)-_ [I - (I -/_'K)N*'I/_'g (3.37)
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(seeChapter7 of Twomey [ 1977] for a derivation of this result). In this expression, we have
assumed that the initial guess f0 = 0. Note that the constraint imposed on the kernels poses no
additional problem, since we can always divide the system g = Kf by an appropriate scaling
factor that is incorporated into the kernel elements.
If N ---) oo, Eq. (3.37) approaches an unstable result, f = (KK)-1Kg (see section 4.1 for
more on the unstable nature of this solution in the context of error magnification). Twomey
[1977] has shown that if the number of iterations is kept small, however, some stability in the
solution is retained. In fact, if N is not too large, Eq. (3.37) will filter small eigenvalues in
much the same way as the constrained linear inversion technique with H = I (see section 3.2.1).
Thus, a properly truncated Landweber iterative technique is a valid way of solving our
problem.
At this point, we can ask what is the relationship between the Landweber iteration
method and the method of steepest descent? The connection can be made clear by simply
letting t = 1/2 and all 7's = 0 in the method of steepest descent [see Eq. (3.33)]; the resulting
iteration formula is then completely equivalent to the Landweber method [Eq. (3.36)]. [Note
also that when e = (g - Kf) 2, the gradient of e becomes: Ve = -2K(g - Kf)].
Hence, the Landweber iterative method is a special case of the method of steepest
descent. The benefit of the Landweber method, however, is that it converges to the absolute
minimum of (g - Kf) 2 when the kernel magnitudes are properly scaled. This is a powerful
result, especially in view of the fact that the Landweber iteration is basically equivalent to a
gradient search procedure. By contrast, convergence to the absolute minimum of the error
function given in Eq. (3.32) using the iteration formula given in Eq. (3.33), is not assured.
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CHAPTER4
EXTERNAL CONSTRAINTS
Theprimary concernof this chapteris to describepossibleconstraintfunctions,Cl(f),
C2(f),etc., thatcanbeusedin themethodof steepestdescent(seesection3.2.3). Since
constraintstendto biasthe solutiontowardspecifictypesof distributions,it is importantthat
theconstraintsbebasedonsoundphysicalprinciples. Theeffectsof someof theconstraints
presentedherewill be testedlateron, in Chapter5. We will also showthat it is necessaryto
overcomebiasesin ourchargesolutionsthat areproducedfrom variationsin thekernel
functions(seeFigures3.3 and34). A kernelscalingprocedurethatis designedto removesuch
"kernelbiases"will bediscussedin detail. Later, in Chapter5, it will be foundthat this
procedureis neededto obtainacceptablesolutionswhenthemethodof steepestdescent,or
Landweberalgorithmsareused.
Beforediscussingthesemain points,however,we first examinein a moregeneral
context,whyexternalconstraintsarenecessaryin solvingourproblem. In addition, sincewe
will presentQ- andP-modelresultsin Chapter6, we havealsoincludeda discussionof the
constrainingprocessinvolved in theMarquardtalgorithm.
4.1 The need for external constraints
In Chapter 3, we introduced a linear procedure for inverting field changes to find an
unknown volume source distribution. Our unknown distribution, f, is a (n x 1) column vector
of source charges that produce m field change values on the ground. We store these field
change values in a (m × 1) column vector g, and a (m x n) kernel matrix K relates f to g, i.e., g
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-- Kf. Of course, in any real problem there are errors in the measurements, so we may more
accurately describe our problem by writing g + e = Kf, where E is a column vector of
measurement errors. With this system of equations, there are three basic reasons for applying
external constraints: (1) to reduce possible magnifications of error in zkE, (2) to reduce solution
ambiguities (i.e., to avoid nonphysical solutions), and (3) to remove kernel biases.
The idea of error magnification has already been discussed briefly in section 2.3. In
general (i.e., for arbitrary values of m and n), we see where error magnification arises by
looking at a straight-forward "solution" to our linear system: f = (I_K)-q_(g +E) [Twomey,
1977]. If _ has small eigenvalues (i.e., if I_K is ill-conditioned), then the solution error
given by (I_K)-le = adj(I<K)I_/det(I_K) = adj(I_K)I_B-I)q, becomes very large. Here, adj( )
and det( ) are the standard adjoint and determinant operators, respectively, and the _'s are the
eigenvalues of I_K.
The only way to prevent such an error magnification is to effectively increase the small
eigenvalues of I_K. One can see from Eq. (3.31), that this is achieved by adding the constraint
matrix 7I-t to I_K. This adds to each eigenvalue of I(K a reasonably large number so that the
new set ofeigenvalues corresponding to the matrix (I7_ + TH) are all sufficiently large. The
filtering of small eigenvalues is particularly obvious for the case H = I. Adding the
eigen-equation for I_K to the eigen-equation for I gives:
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KKx = kx
+ 7lx=Tx
+ x =
(4.1)
The inversion of (I_K + TI) involves new eigenvalues (_. + T) that are all larger than _. in
magnitude and do not produce a large error magnification.
The charge ambiguities that are inherent in this problem have been briefly discussed in
Chapter 1 and Chapter 3. Again, one can uniquely determine the fields from a given set of
charges, but to find the charges from a finite number of field observations is fundamentally
ambiguous. For example, any spherically symmetric charge distribution with an outer radius R
and total charge Q, will produce the same field at r > R, i.e., E = (Q/r2)_. If a cloud-to-ground
lightning changes the cloud charge distribution in a spherically symmetric way, we will have
difficulty in determining the true radial dimension R and charge distribution deposited.
To remedy the situation, we can impose certain restrictions on our solution that are
physically reasonable and are based on our knowledge of lightning phenomena. For instance,
we might require that the charge density p(r) inside the thundercloud does not exceed some
maximum limit; or we might restrict the radial dimensions of the charge distribution to be
within, say, 4-5 km.
The fact that more than one charge configuration can produce exactly the same field
pattern on the ground can be demonstrated in a formal manner. If we split f into two parts, one
part that is orthogonal to the row vectors of the kernel matrix K (defined by fo, where Kfo -- 0)
and one part that lies in the space spanned by the row vectors of K (i.e., a nonorthogonal part
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In) we then have: g = Kf = K(f o + f,) = Kf n (note that we are neglecting any measurement errors
for this discussion). It can be shown (see Appendix) that the portion of the solution that lies in
the row vector space of K, given by In, is unique, i.e., this portion is totally constrained by the
measurements. Conversely, the measurements are "blind" to variations in fo (i.e., fo is
completely unconstrained by the measurements since Kf o = 0). The infinity of possible solu-
tions is then a result of the infinity of possible choices for fo when m < n. The only way to
constrain fo is to add external constraints (i.e., constraints other than the measurements). In
general, these external constraints can be used to remove physically meaningless portions of
both the orthogonal and nonorthogonal parts of the solution.
Note also that there will be solution ambiguities due to measurement errors, since
infinitely many solutions can be found to satisfy: gi - Ei < EKijfj < gi + ei. Note that this type of
ambiguity is a common property of all linear inversion problems and is independent of the
ambiguity described in the previous paragraph; the reader is urged not to confuse the two. The
inequality above could also be written, with no loss in generality, by replacing fj with the
nonorthogonal portion of the solution (fj)n; this tells us that there is indeed a need to constrain
fn as well as fo.
Finally, we can add constraints to remove certain biases that are inherent in our kernel
functions. If we examine Figures (3.3) and (3.4), we see that the method of steepest descent
and Landweber algorithm will always tend to place more charge in regions where the
magnitude of the kernel functions are large (see section 4.3.1). For instance, the 1/D3
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dependencein thekernels(D is thehorizontaldistancefrom afield mill site) tendsto produce
solutionsthat havegreateramountsof chargeover thenetwork (i.e., at smallD). Therewill
alsobeatendencyto placemorechargeat loweraltitudeswhenthesourceis overthe network
andmorechargeat higheraltitudeswhenoff thenetwork,i.e., thekernel functionshave
maximaat altitudesz_ = D/'_/2.
4.2 The Marquardt algorithm as a constrained linear inversion result
In Chapter 3 we have seen that the Marquardt algorithm is basically a combination of a
gradient search and an expansion method for finding the minimum of a C2 hypersurface. In
order to illustrate the constraints that are inherent in this algorithm, we will show that it is, in
fact, a form of a constrained linear inversion discussed in section 3.2.1 and in Chapter 6 of
Twomey [1977]. The reader is also referred to Hoerl and Kennard [1970] and Marquardt
[1970] for more detailed discussions of this point. Note that in these earlier publications, the
term "ridge regression" is used instead of "constrained linear inversion." Once the constraining
process is clearly understood, the advantages of the gradient-constrained linear inversion
method over the Marquardt algorithm will become evident.
We begin by defining a sensitivity matrix S of the form:
-oMi oMi-
N? " "o-g 
oM2 oM2
_-'o-gl ••• 7s;_
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(4.2)
whereM'i - Mi/gi [note that a l,..,ap, _i and M i have all been defined in section 3.1.1 in the
discussion of the Marquardt algorithm]. The change in each M i" due to small changes in the
parameters is:
AM" = S Aa. (4.3)
Obviously, we would like our model field changes to approach the lightning field change
measurements AE. To do this, we choose AM" = AE" - M'. Since Eq. (4.3) is exactly of the
form g = Kf, we can immediately write down an iteration formula to determine the parameter
increments in a way that is analogous to the constrained linear inversion formula given in Eq.
(3.31):
Aa = (S'S + yH) -1 S" AM" . (4.4)
But Eq. (4.4) is just the iteration formula for the Marquardt algorithm [Eq. (3.5)] when we let y
= k and H = I (note here that S'AM" = S(AE" - M') = V, and S'S = A').
We conclude that the Marquardt algorithm is basically an iterative procedure for finding
the minimum of an error function, e, of the form:
e = (AM" - SAa) 2 + 7(Aa) 2, (4.5)
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whereAM" = AE" - M'. Hence, only the model increments Aa are being (externally)
constrained in the Marquardt algorithm (i.e., the term _,Aa2 forces the parameter increments to
be small when _, is large). Without directly constraining the model parameters, anomolous
results are possible; this important point should be kept in mind when the Q- and P-results of
Chapter 6 are reviewed. Note that in the gradient constrained linear inversion algorithm
discussed in section 3.2.1, the model parameters are, in fact, directly constrained. In contrast,
most investigators to date have only placed "weak" constraints on the range of model
parameter values (e.g., charge altitudes were constrained to be positive for Q-model analyses
[Jacobson and Kl-ider, 1976]).
Furthermore, if we consider a lightning source that is far from the field mill network,
iterations by Eq. (3.5) will tend to make the (X,Y) model parameters large in magnitude (i.e.,
the model charges will become horizontally displaced from the network in the direction of the
lightning source). This results in the elements of A" (= ffS) getting smaller and smaller so that
A" becomes increasingly ill-conditioned with each iteration of Eq. (3.5). We have previously
shown that the addition of the term "/I will remove this ill-conditioned nature. Unfortunately,
the Marquardt algorithm decreases _/while approaching the minimum in the Cr 2 surface (i.e.,
upon locating the source with the model charges). Since (A'+_,I) will also be ill-conditioned
when _, is small, and since illconditioned matrices are slow to invert, the net result is that there
will be slow convergence toward sources lying well off the network. The large elements of
(A'+_,I) -1 will also amplify the errors in AE i, and possibly produce large parameter errors in the
absence of sufficient external constraints.
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4.3 Constraints used in the method of steepest descent
We will now examine the constraints that we use in the method of steepest descent. We
will also comment on the possible choices of the H matrix in the gradient constrained linear
inversion method.
4.3.1 Scaling constraint
In section 4.1 we mentioned that the kernel functions can introduce biases into the
solution. This can be seen more clearly by writing out one component of the gradient term in
Eq. (3.33):
c3C1
?e _ 2_,(g,__,Kofj)Ka+7_ '0_fk + .... (4.6)
Since fk is updated in proportion to 3e/3f k [see Eq. (3.33)] which is, in turn, propotional to Kik,
variations in Ka will give similar variations in fk. One way to reduce such biases is to scale the
elements of the kernel matrix so that the new set of kernel elements no longer have large
variations.
In order to scale our problem, we can pre- and post-multiply K by square diagonal
matrices A and B. Now, Eq. (3.26) becomes:
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g = Kf
g = KBf"
Ag = AKBf"
g" = K'f"
(4.7)
reduce the variability in the elements of K'.
variance function of the form:
where g" = Ag, K" = AKB, and f = Bf'. Equation (4.7) is now a new set of linear equations to
be solved.
The scaled kernel matrix elements can now be written as: K'ij = AiiKi.jBjj, but we still
must find the m scalars Aij = oq, i = I, ..,m and the n scalars B_ = 13j,j = I ,..,n that optimally
Initially, we selected a's and 13's that minimized a
F(ot,,[3_)= Z ]_ (K" 0 - 1) 2 . (4.8)
i i
The critical points of this function are given by:
= (_., _jK_s)](Z _AjKo)_
! 1
1
(4.9)
The optimum scalars are then found by the following iterative technique:
(1) Assume an initial guess of all oq,
(2) Use Eq. (4.9) to find the optimum [3j,
(3) = tvF; [v =
(4) Return to step (2) until F is sufficiently small.
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With this techniquewewereableto reduceF by severalordersof magnitudeto a final
valueof 5.623E+04for m = 25 andn -- 4851. Unfortunately,thenew setof scaledkernelsstill
possessedundesirablebiases.
A better kernel scaling procedure is to set all ¢xi = 1, and iterate each 13j using ]3" - tV_
A A
{V = 1_1(_9//)131)+ ...+ 13,(_/_13,)}, where the kernel smoothing function W is given by:
'-I'(13)= E Y-.,[13iK,i-13/-,/,:_,_,) + (I3/K,j-13,,.,,X,./.,.,)'
i j
+ (f_jK,j-I3j__K,__.)2+ (I3iK,j-13_÷_x, +.)2]
+ (_ x_-f_-,e K,__e)'+ (13_K,,,-13_,.,,,K,,,.,,,)"].
(4.10)
A
Here we assume that there is a rectangular grid system with rl grid points in both the _ and y
directions (the number of grid points in the vertical is not important in the present discussion.
In addition, the summations in Eq. (4.10) are performed only over the inner points of the grid
system. The set of 13j's that minimize W produces a new set of kernels that are smooth, i.e.,
_iKi-j -- [_j.lKij.1 (or equivalently K'ij _=_K'ij.1 ) (_jKi. j - _j.lKij.1)2 is small; similar statements can
be made for the other terms in W.
4.3.2 Maximum charge density constraint
We have previously mentioned that one possible physical constraint is to set an upper
limit on the charge density or the charge value at each grid point. Krehbiel [1986] has recently
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reviewedtheelectrical structureof thundercloudsandreportschargedensitiesthat arebetween
1and 10 C/km3; and larger charge densities might exist in certain localized regions of the cloud
[Winn, Schwede, and Moore, 1974]. We can assume that comparable (order-of-magnitude)
values of charge density might be the upper limits of those involved in lightning.
To implement this constraint, we define a constraint function C 1 (see section 3.2.3) as:
2(1C, (f) = _'1 _ fT- (4.11)
1
Note that the addition of each constraint term to the residual (g - Kf) 2 in Eq. (3.32) has the
effect of changing the shape of our hypersurface e(f), and, in general, will change Ve(f).
The effect of this constraint is to minimize the amount of charge it places at each grid
point, and/or to spread out existing charge more evenly among the grid points. In the extreme
case, 2(_= oo, no charge will be allowed on the grid system. The details of how strongly a
particular constraint should be weighted (i.e., what value of 2( should be used) are discussed by
Hoerl and Kennard [1970] and Twomey [1977]. The values of 2(we have used are given in
Chapter 5.
The constraint (4.11) can be easily included in the gradient constrained linear inversion
method by setting the constraint matrix H -- I (the identity matrix). (This is the same choice of
H that was used in the Marquardt algorithm as discussed in section 4.2.)
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4.3.3 Smoothing constraint
A three-dimensional smoothing constraint that has a form similar to Eq. (4.10) can be
written as:
-_c2 (.f) = r2 _. [ff_-f_-, Y + (fi-fJ÷,)2
1
(yj-h__)_ + (yj-h+.y_ (4.12)
This constraint prohibits large variations in the charge values between adjacent grid points. It is
a three-dimensional analog of the first differencing constraint commonly used to smooth
temperature profiles in satellite inversion problems [Twomey, 1977].
4.3.4 Focusing constraint
This constraint, still being explored by the author at the time of this writing, is closely
allied to the form of Cl(f). In this constraint, an attempt is made to minimize the number of
grid points that can have a significant amount of charge. We attempt to find solutions with as
simple a charge structure as possible without becoming oversimplified. To implement this, we
minimize a function that counts the number of grid points that have a significant charge. The
constraint is:
(4.13)
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where8 is a smallpositiveconstant.Themagnitudeof 8determinesthesensitivity of the
countingprocedure.For smallvaluesof _i,asmallchargeon thejib grid point will becounted
becauseCj _=_1. If 8 is chosenlarge,Cj = 0, and the grid point will not be counted. Thus, with
small values of 5, the constraint inhibits the placement of charge on all grid points so that a
huge increase in the error function given by ]'3 Z Cj = ]'3 E 1 = ]'3n does not result.
4.3.5 Conservation of charge constraint
Conservation of charge is a fundamental law of physics that can be applied to our
problem. Note that a cloud discharge, for example, can only move existing charge from one
place to another or perhaps separate charges that previously existed in a neutral region.
Overall, the discharge cannot create or destroy net charge. Hence, if we add up all changes in
charge that were involved in a cloud discharge, the sum must be zero. Note here that we do not
need to worry about charge transfers associated with convective or precipitation charging
mechanisms that occur during the discharge process, since these effects have already been
accounted for by using the time-varying field correction described in Chapter 2. With this in
mind, a conservation of charge constraint can be written as:
]'4C,¢ 0 e) = ]'4 (_-a fj)2 . (4.14)
J
Ideally, if the cloud discharge was completely contained within our grid system and we
had infinite grid resolution, the value of ]'4 should, in theory, be set to infinity in order to avoid
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disobeyingthelaw of chargeconservation.However,asis thecasewith mostinversion
problemsof this kind, it is generallynot preferredto forcethesolutionto a specificresult using
largeweighting factors[Twomey, 1977].
A conservationof chargeconstraintcanonly beappliedto clouddischargesbecause
grounddischargesremovenetchargefrom thegrid systemin theU.H.S.. In thefuture,it may
bepossibleto usethis constraintto discriminatebetweengroundandcloud discharges.For
example,if we startwith ),4reasonablylargeandfind a smallresidual(g - Kf) 2,thenthesource
wasprobablyaclouddischarge.
The conservationof chargeconstraintcanbeimplementedby settingH = 1(the "one"
matrix havingaseveryelementunity) into thegradientconstrainedlinearinversionmethod.
However, the inability of the(singular)one-matrixto removesmalleigenvaluesmayleadto
problemsof error magnification.
4.3.6 Other constraints
There are many other constraints that could be used with our methods depending on the
information that is available. For example, one could use weather radar data to help position
the solution grid, and one could make high reflectivity regions within the grid more likely
locations for lightning charge. Similarly, at the microphysical level, one could use
measurements of cloud temperature, pressure, and moisture content to help position the
solution grid, and to pre-bias regions within the grid that might be preferred locations for
lightning initiation.
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In summary,sincethereareaninfinity of possiblesolutionsto choosefrom, the
additionof carefully selectedconstraintswill allow usto find thosesolutionsthat arethemost
physicallyreasonable.If aconstraintmakestheresidual(g - Kf)2large,oneshouldre-examine
how realistic theconstraintis, or thevaluesof _'used.
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CHAPTER5
SOLUTIONERROR
Theproblemof inferring thechargedistributionsthat aredepositedby alightning,
solely from ground-basedmeasurementsof AE hasbeenreducedto solvingalinear systemof
equationsg = Kf. We havedevelopedmethodsfor solving this system,suchasthemethodof
steepestdescent,and havefoundthata specialcaseof this method,a Landweberiteration,has
a numberof advantages.Sincethereareinherentambiguitiesin our solutionsthat arisefrom:
(1) thenon-uniquenessof chargeand(2) errorsin thevaluesof AE, wehavestressedtheneed
for addingexternalconstraintsandhavegiven someexamplesin Chapter4.
In this chapter,wewill testthethemethodof steepestdescentandLandweber
algorithmsusingcomputergeneratedAEdata. In thesesimulations,we first computethefields
from known lightning sources,addrealisticmeasurementerrors,andthenapply thealgorithms
to find achargesolution. By comparingtheresultswith theknownlightning source,we
computesolutionerror.
Beforepresentingthesesimulations,however,wewill first describewhata solution
error is, how suchanerror is produced,andhow theerroris relatedto the independenceof our
measurements.The independenceanalysiswill begivenin theform of aneigenanalysisas
describedby Twomey [1977],Chapter8. Whenweapply thesemethodsto lightning data
obtainedat KSC, wewill seethat thegeometryof thefield mill network,thegeometryand
resolutionof our sourcegrid, theerror in theAE values, and the number of measurements of
z_tE E all play a role in determining the information content of the field mill network.
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5.1 Information content
As a general rule, we expect that if we have more information in our measurements, we
will obtain more accurate solutions for the lightning charge distribution. One can view the
measurements as the primary or "internal" constraints and any added constraint functions as
"external". If the measurements are nearly redundant, our solution will not be clearly defined;
in this case, we would say our internal constraint is "weak" or that there is "little information"
in the measurements. For example, if all 25 of the KSC field mill sensors were placed very
close to one another, each sensor would detect almost the same field change, and the entire
network would be roughly equivalent to a single measurement. In this case we would have
very little information about the lightning events, and there would be little chance of finding
accurate source distributions.
5.1.1 The eigenanalysis test for independence
The eigenanalysis test that we will use to determine the number of independent pieces
of information that are contained in m measurements has been discussed by Twomey [1974]
and Twomey [1977, Chapter 8]. Starting with our linear system, g = Kf, we write the
unknown charge distribution in terms of a linear combination of orthonormal functions vi(r" )
(written discretely as v i) so that we have:
m
f = _., ai vl = _a . (5.1)
i=1
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Here,_ is a(nxm) matrix whosem columnvectorsarevi, i = 1.....m,and_)_)-- I.
Orthonormality can be assured if we let _) = I_UA -lt'z where U is a (mxm) orthonormal matrix
having as columns the m eigenvectors of the covariance matrix C - KIT,, and where A is a
(mxm) diagonal matrix having as diagonal elements the m eigenvalues of C. Since any real
symmetric matrix (such as C) can be written in terms of its eigenvalues and eigenvectors, i.e.,
C = UAI_, we may verify the orthonormality of as follows:
We can now write g and f as follows:
q)_) = (A -m I_K) (I_UA an)
= A-lr_ I._(KI_)UA-V2
-- A -la (tTCU)A-m
= A-In AA-In
=I.
(5.2)
g = Kf = K_)a = KI_UA-laa
= CUA-laa = UAA-It2 a = UAlt2a
a = AaatTg
(5.3)
.'. f = I_UA-q_g.
The last line in Eq. (5.3) shows that if the measurements, g, have an error, E, a solution error, s
= I_UA-II_e will result.
The square magnitudes of f, g, e, and s are now:
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g2= Z _.ia_ (5.4)
i
E2 _ r2 g2
_2
s_ = E Z/' e"= OE,
where r is a fractional number that is arbitrarily chosen to estimate the overall measurement
error (i.e., r - e//g2). In the discussion preceding Eq. (4.1), we saw that large solution errors
are generated when the measurement errors are divided by small eigenvalues. This result is
apparent in the last line of Eq. (5.4). The eigenvalues depend solely on the geometry of the
field mill network and on the geometry of the solution grid that is used to describe the lightning
charge distribution. It is interesting to note that, given a particular network and grid geometry,
each error component c i is amplified by a distinctly different eigenvalue. Thus the overall
solution error is also sensitive to how the measurement errors are distributed across the
network.
Typical square magnitudes of the four vectors in (30) can be found by letting a i = arm, =
l/"f_ (i.e., by scaling the problem so that t'2= 1). This gives:
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1'2=1
g2 = _ Xi (l/m) - <Z_>
i
E2 = r2<_.i >
E2
s2=___ 1
m i _//= E2<l/_'I> = r2<_i> <1/_.i>,
(5.5)
where the brackets <> denote averages.
We will now write down several criteria that we can use to determine the independence of
m measurements. For a scaled problem with <3.i> =3.mJm and <l[)h> -- 1/(m_min) , we may
write:
FORM 1
If s 2 << t,2 _ 1 (i.e., if _. >> e2/m)
then the independence of m measurements is assured.
or, equivalently:
(F.1)
FORM 2
If _""mi_max >> (r/m) 2
then the independence of m measurements is assured. (F.2)
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In general,the[3thmeasurementwithin asetof m measurementswill consistof three
parts:(1) apredictableportionthatis basedonalinearcombinationof theother(m-l) measure-
ments,(2) anunpredictablepart thatprovidesnewinformationabouttheunknowndistributionfi'
and(3) anerrortermthatis proportionalto a linearcombinationof themeasurementerrors.
Thesecontributionscanbesummarizedasfollows:
gfj=_, bigi + Zkjfj - Zbiei, (5.6)
i,f_ j i
predictable information error
term term term
where kj (or k(r')) is the error in predicting the [3th kernel function from all other kernels, i.e.,
KI3 (r') = iZ bi Ki (r') + k(r').
If the error term is large and/or if the kernel functions are highly dependent such that kj _,z
0, the error term will tend to dominate the information term.. In this case, the [3th measurement is
essentially dependent on the other (m-l) measurements (plus some error) and provides us with no
new information about fj. From the standpoint of our inversions, the 13thmeasurement is not
worthwhile. With this though in mind, we can write down another test for information content:
FORM 3
If (Zkjfj) 2 >> (Y_biEi)2
then the independence of m measurements is assured. (F.3)
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Theequivalenceof FORM 3 with FORM 1 and FORM 2 is given in Twomey [1977, Chapter 8].
In the eigenanalyses that we will give below, we will use FORM 2 of the eigentest.
It should be noted that any set of m measurements are dependent if, and only if, (Y_,kjfj-
Zbie i) = 0. If each measurement within a given set provides new information about fj, then we
can regard each of these measurements as being independent. If, however, each measurement
does not provide new information about fj (i.e., if (Ybiei) 2 >> (Y_,kjfj)2), then we will say that these
measurements are "dependent" even though (X;kjfj - Zbiei) ¢ 0.
5.1.2 Ei_enanalyses of the KSC field mill network
Before we can do an eigenanalysis of the KSC field mill network (see Figure 2.1), we
must first select a grid system for the source. This is because the eigenvalues are derived from
the covariance matrix C, whose elements depend on both the geometry of the field mill network,
and the geometry of the grid in V'. (Note, a general discussion of the grid system has been given
in section 3.2 and the volume V" is illustrated in Figure 3.2.)
Obviously, we would like to have a large, high resolution grid system so that we can
describe every discharge that occurs near the network. We would also like to have a grid that
produces large eigenvalues so that we have small solution errors [see the last line in Eq. (5.4)].
To find an optimum grid, and to understand more about how the information content varies with
different grid types, we have analyzed several grids with various grid sizes, resolutions, and
locations (see below).
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To find theeigenvaluesof C, wehaveuseda standardJacobitransformationtechnique
thathasbeendescribedin Chapter4 of Twomey[1977]. For eachgrid, thenumberof Jacobi
transformationswastypically 1400-1500.All eigenvaluesandeigenvectorswerecheckedby
determininghowcloselyUAU approximatedC; we requiredagreemento 6 or moresignificant
figures.
In orderto haveaspace-fillinggrid,wewill beginwith ahorizontalgrid dimensionof 40
x 40km2,andaverticaldimensionof 20km. With thesedimensions,wewill try grid resolutions
of 1,2, and4 km. Table5.1 showsthatthe largesteigenvaluesareobtainedwhenthegrid
resolutionis high, i.e., 1km. Hence,thereis atrade-offbetweenimprovedresolution(reduced
solutionerror)andcomputingtime. However,thepayoff in reducingthesolutionerrorby
improvingthegrid resolutionfrom 2 to 1km is negligible(i.e.,therelativeerrormagnification,
s2/ta,is on theorderof 10.2in eachcase). (Notethat thevaluesofs2givenhere,andbelow,are
directly comparablesinceall solutionerrorsarerelativeto an f_valueof unity.)
To estimatethenumberof independentmeasurementsthatwehavein theKSCnetwork,
we canassumea 10%randomerrorin thevaluesof AE (seesection2.3). Thiscorrespondsto a
valueof r = 0.1 in FORM 2 of theeigentest,or acritical valueof (r/m)2= 0.16E-04,for m = 25.
Many authorsuseamoreconservativetest(seeTwomey[1977,Chapter8]) andlet m = 1,even
thoughtherearestill 25measurements.In thiscase,thecritical valuebecomes(r/m)2= 0.1E-01.
Now, if werequirethescaledeigenvalues,_.is= _.i/'Lm_x,to be one order of magnitude larger than
this conservative test value, we can see in Table 5.1 that we have 25, 10, and 5 independent
pieces of information for the grids with 1, 2, and 4 km resolutions, respectively.
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Table5.2 showstheeigenvaluesof gridsthatdonot fill theentirespacebut thatpreserve
aonekilometerspatialresolution.Noteherethatthereis moreinformationcontentwhenthe
grid is large. In effect,it is moredifficult to extractindependentpiecesof informationaboutour
unknownsourcedistributionwhenthis sourceis confinedto a smallvolumeof space.
We will nowexaminetheinformationcontentof thedataasafunctionof grid location.
To do this,wehavecomputedtheeigenvaluesfor asmallcubicgrid (dimension= 10km,
resolution= 1km) atdifferentgrid locations.Theresultsaresummarizedin Table5.3. Notein
this tablethatwhenthegrid is locatedfar fromthenetwork,lessinformationis obtained.This
expressesthefact thathigherordermomentsof theunknownchargedistributionareattenuated
with distance. Sincedistantlightning sourcesproducesimilarfields at eachfield mill site,few
independentpiecesof informationaboutthesourceareobtained.If thegrid isdisplaced
inf'mitelyfar away,C becomesingular,andthesolutionerrorsgo to infinity (acaseof zero
information content).
Using the above results, we have selected the grid system in column 2 of Table 5.1, i.e.,
dimensions 40 x 40 x 20 km 3, and a resolution of 2 km. This grid has reasonably large
eigenvalues and allows us to adequately resolve a large volume of space without invoking large
computation times. All analyses that follow (including the linear analyses presented later in this
chapter and in Chapter 6) will be based on this grid.
Now that we have selected a grid, we can investigate the effects of network geometry on
the information content of the measurements. Generally, we expect that there will be small
eigenvalues when the network covers a small area and large eigenvalues when a larger area is
covered, provided that the network is not substantially larger than the area of our grid system.
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Table5.4showstheeigenvaluesof five differentnetworksgeometries:(1) asmall-areanetwork,
KSC networksoperatedin (2) 1978,(3) 1987,(4) 1991,and(5) a large-areanetwork. All
networkshad25 field mills, exceptfor the 1987and1991KSC networksthatoperated34and31
mills, respectively.Thesmallnetworkwasa squaregrid covering5.76km2(i.e.,theX andY
locationsof themills rangedfrom 17km to 19.4km in stepsof 0.6km) andthelargenetwork
covered1024km2(X andY rangedfrom 1km to 33km in stepsof 8km). The smallest
eigenvalue,_'mi_,for thelargeandsmallnetworkswas0.1721and0.8080E-09,respectively. If
weusetheconservativevalueof (r/m)2describedabove,i.e,r = 0.1andm = 1, we find that we
have 25 independent pieces of int_rmation with the large network, and only 1 piece of
information with the small network. By comparison, there are about 10, 11, and 11 pieces of
information derived in the 1978, 1987, and 1991 KSC networks, respectively. Note that there are
9 additional measurements in the 1987 network over the 1978 network, yet only 1 to 2 more
pieces of information are being gained about the lightning charge distribution (similar comments
hold when the 1991 network is compared with the 1978 network). As discussed above in
relation to Eq. (5.6), it is not always assured that each additional measurement will provide
additional information.
Note that the inversion error magnification is greater with the 1987/1991 networks than
with the 1978 network (i.e., the relative error magnification, s2/t '_ = s2/1 = s 2, for the 1978, 1987,
and 1991 networks are 2.322E-02, 7.099E-02, 2.483E-02, respectively). But, the 1987 and 1991
networks have at least one more piece of information than the 1978 network, as described above.
This situation is not a contradiction however, since the eigentests described/applied above are
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only usedto determinethenumberof independentpiecesof informationfrom the total set of
measurements. It is up to the inverter to determine which, from the total set, are independent. If
this is not done, the mills that produce small eigenvalues will give rise to large error magnifica-
tions. In effect, you can get 11 pieces of information from the 1987/1991 networks if and only if
you pick the 11 or 12 measurements (of the 31 or 34 present) that are truely independent. If you
allow extra (dependent) measurements into the inversion process, the overall information will be
decreased due to excessive error magnification. Of course, an alternative to deleting redundant
measurements is to filter the small eigenvalues (see section 4.1).
In summary, given the errors in AE, not much additional information has been obtained
by adding/moving mills (from 1978 to present). Instead, our results show that it is more
desirable, albeit less practical, to spread out the 25 mills of the 1978 network into an orthogonal
arrangement. Mills placed close to one another clearly give rise to serious error magnification in
the absence of small eigenvalue filtering.
5.2 Simulated lishtnin_ sources over the network
In order to test how well the method of steepest descent and Landweber algorithms
retrieve a volume charge distributions that is directly over the network, we have computed the
field changes that would be produced by a known source and then have analyzed these fields
with and without simulated measurement errors. We start by examining the Landweber iterative
method [Eq. (3.36)] and illustrate the effects of kernel scaling. We have also tested the effects of
some of the external constraints discussed in Chapter 4 using the method of steepest descent.
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Thesolutionerrorsthatareassociatedwith (point) sourceslying off thenetworkwill begivenin
thenextsection.
For our first test,we invertedtheAE's from a40 Cpoint sourceat:X = 18km, Y = 18
km,Z = 8 kin. Theresultsof theLandweberiterationsaregivenin Figure5.1.Notethathere
andin all solutionplotsgivenbelow,thereis a 2km grid resolutionandthatX andY rangefrom
-2 km to 38km andZ rangesfrom 0 km to 20kin. Contourunitsareindicatedatthetopof each
plot, andtheletters"H" and"L" in thefiguresdesignateregionsof positiveandnegativecharge,
respectively.For ourpurposes,weareparticularlyinterestedin theshapeof the inferred
solution,the locationof the chargecentroid,andthetotalcharge.
Thevolumedistributionthatissummarizedin Figure5.1 involved4851grid points,
solutionssuchasthis typically requiredabout19minutesof computingtimeona VAX
computer.In mostcases,it took lessthan1000Landweberiterationsto insurethattherms
relativeresidual[g- Kfl/4--mmwassmallerthanthermsrelativemeasurementerror I_l/'_-_m.It is
importantto emphasisthat,becausethereexistserrorsin g, wedo not try to iterateuntil each
componentof theresidualvector,(g - Kf), is equalto zero. Onceweknow thatthevectorKf is
within Eof g, no further improvementin thesolutioncanbeguaranteed.In fact,asdiscussedin
section3.2.4,excessiveLandweberiterationsthatforcetheresidualto zeroresultin spurious
solutions. In thecaseof themethodof steepestdescent,theTwomey-Chahinemethod,or most
otheriterativemethodswhereabsoluteconvergenceis notassured,it is usuallydifficult to make
eachcomponentof theresidualvectorsmallerthaneachcomponentof E. At least one or two
components of the residual vector are always found to be too large.
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Note in Figure5.1a,thatthecontoursof iso-chargedefinealmostperfectlyconcentric
circlesthatarecenteredon thetrue(X,Y) sourcelocation. Thealtitudecross-sectionsin Figure
5.1b,however,showexcesschargenearthe lowerboundary.SincetheLandweberiteration
updateschargeat eachgrid point by anamountthatisproportionalto theweightof thekernelat
thatgrid point (seesection4.3.1),webelievethisexcesschargeis causedbykernelbiasing.
To illustratethepotentialbenefitsof kernelscaling,wehaveappliedLandweber
iterationsto thesamepoint sourceasin Figure5.1,butwith anewsetof scaledkernels. The
valuesof theoriginalkernelsrangedfrom0 to4443,andthescaledvaluesrangedfrom 0 to
0.02774.Theresultswith thescaledkernelsareshownin Figure5.2. Note in Figure5.2thatthe
verticalcrosssectionshavebettersymmetryandthatthemaximumchargeis closerto thesource
heightof 8 km. (A summaryof theerrorsin thesesolutionsandotherresultsto bediscussed
belowaregivenin Table5.5.)
For ournext test,weanalyzedthesamepoint sourceasin Figures5.1and5.2, butwith a
random10%measurementerroranda30V/mdigitizing erroraddedto eachAE value(note: all
remainingsimulationsincludesimilarerrors). Thesolutionwith randomerrorsis summarizedin
Figure5.3. BecausetruncatedLandweberiterationseffectivelyremovesmalleigenvalues(see
section3.2.4),wehaveavoidedlargerandomoscillationsthatarefrequentlypresentin linear
solutions.Note thatthesymmetryof thesolutionin Figure5.3hasbeenpreserved.Thecentroid
error is only 1.61km,andthealtitudeof maximumchargeis closeto 8km. Thetotal charge,
however,hasbeenoverestimatedby 13Coulombsandthiscorrespondsto a 1.6km
overestimationin thecentroidaltitude.
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Figure 5.4 shows the results that were derived for a centrally located (slanted) discrete
dipole source, a typical intracloud discharge. The plan view at Z = 10 km shows that the lower
positive charge at (X = 16 kin, Y = 18 kin) has been found; the upper negative charge, however,
(Figure 5.4b) is closer to 7 km than to the true source height of 8 km. It appears that the lower
positive charge has more influence on the solution than the upper negative charge. The lower
positive charge is well pronounced, but the upper negative charge is lower in magnitude and has
been "pushed" eastward by the positive charge. Nevertheless, the linear method has detected a
substantial charge transfer across the center of the network in the presence of measurement
errors.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show some extreme cases: (1) a horizontal air discharge, and (2) a
vertical intracloud flash, respectively. Figure 5.5 shows that the inversion has done reasonably
well in retrieving both the negative and positive charge centers in the horizontal discharge. Since
a large spatial gradient of charge is difficult to retrieve with smooth kernels, our results show a
horizontal dipole of somewhat greater charge separation, but with a somewhat smaller charge
magnitude, so that the charge moment is conserved. Dipole ambiguities of this type have been
discussed previously by Kreibiel [1981]. In Figure 5.6 (vertical dipole known source), the lower
positive charge dominates the measurements and Landweber iterations produce a solution that
looks like a low altitude positive point source. The upper negative charge has been completely
ignored in the solution.
Next, we have attempted to retrieve a complex air discharge that is horizontal and is
centered over the network. The discharge begins by bringing a total of 40 C from the north to
the south, but then splits into two separate branches, one that deposits 20 C to the southeast, and
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onethatdeposits20 C to thesouthwest.Figure5.7describestheexactknownsourceand
providesour retrieval. Apparentlythenetworkis unableto resolvefinestructurein thelightning
sourceoversmalldistanceswhenthechargesareof like sign,becausethetwochargecentersto
thesouthhavebeenmergedtogetherinto onelargevolumecharge.Theoverallpattern,
however,is reasonablygood.
We will now examinetheeffectsof variousconstraintfunctionsof theform,C(t'),that
werediscussedin Chapter4. In particular,wewill testtheeffectsof limiting thegridpoint
charge,thesmoothingconstraint,andtheconservationof chargeconstraint.Theseare
preliminarytests,andof course,moreworkcouldbedonetodeterminetheoptimumconstraints
for varioustypesof lightning sources.
Figure5.8showstheeffectsof limiting thechargedensity(i.e.,of applyingthemaximum
chargedensityor "maxp" constraintdiscussedin section4.3.2),whenthesamefield changes
associatedwith theknownpoint sourcein Figure5.3areanalyzed.Recallfrom Chapter4 that
the"max p" constraintis theconstraintthatattemptsto minimizethechargevaluesateachgrid
point sothatPmax is constrained to be small. In Table 5.5, we can see that there are large
overestimations of the total charge when point sources were inverted. However, when the
constraint yEjfj2 is used with y = 1.5x 10 s (large values of y are used because the kernels are
inversely related to E,,), the total charge in the solution was reduced to 39.9 C, a mere 0.1 C from
the known charge of 40 C. Unfortunately, this constraint also tends to spread the total charge out
across more grid points. For instance, if there were only 2 grid points, and a total charge of 1 C,
placement of all this charge onto one of the grid points would give _fj2 = (1)2 = 1. However, if
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1/2 C was placed at each grid point, we would obtain a smaller value Zfi z = (1/2) 2 + (1/2) 2 = 1/4
+ 1/4 = 1/2. This spreading out of charge has distorted the solution, and has resulted in a larger
net centroid error equal to 2.30 km.
Figure 5.9 shows that, in the absence of kernel scaling, we can obtain reasonable
solutions for point sources by forcing the solution to be smooth. Using 3' = 5x107 in the
smoothing constraint (see section 4.3.3), the solution has a maximum at the correct charge
altitude (8 km). These results are in fair agreement with scaled kernel results given in Figure 5.3.
Finally, Figure 5.10 shows the effect of the conservation of charge constraint (section
4.3.5). Since this constraint should only be used for cloud discharges, we have tested it on the
horizontal dipole given previously in Figure 5.5. The results are given in Figure 5.10 with 3' =
104. Note that Figure 5.10 has three improvements over the less constrained solution given in
Figure 5.5" (1) the location of the positive charge center has been improved; (2) the magnitudes
of the positive and negative charges centered at Z = 10 km are slightly more equal (i.e., in Figure
5.5a we have ILI/H = 249/138 = 1.80, compared to 273/154 = 1.77 in Figure 5.10a); and (3) the
total charge (Zf) is closer to zero [i.e., (Y'fj)Fig. 5.5 = 6.45 C, while (Zfj)Fig. 5.10 =- 0.14 C]. The
reader should note in Table 5.5, however, that the overall centroid error has increased from 0.333
km to 0.96 km.
5.3 Simulated point sources off the network
We will now examine the solution errors for (point) source charges that are horizontally
displaced from the measuring network. Since most storms occur off the network, these results
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will helpto determineatwhatrangeadischargecanbeaccuratelylocated.
Figure5.11showsthesolutionfor apoint sourcewell to theeastof thenetworkwhenno
kernelscalingis performed. Becausethekernelshavea 1/19 3 dependence, our inversion tends to
place more charge closer to the network than far away. The position errors in Table 5.5 show a
large error in X (X,_,,_d - X_¢ = -6.25 km). When we invert the same source with scaled
kernels (Figure 5.12), the error is improved to -3.34 km).
Figures 5.12 through 5.15 show qualitatively similar results but for point sources to the
south, west, and north of the network, respectively. All of the retrievals tend to be closer to the
network than the true source. The errors in horizontal position are usually improved if kernel
scaling is used.
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CHAPTER6
STORMANALYSIS
In thischapter,wepresentQ- andP-modelresultsfor eightdifferentstormsattheNASA
KennedySpaceCenterin JulyandAugust1978.We will alsoshowtheresultsof our linear
inversionfor threeflashesandwill comparethesesolutionswith theassociatedQ- or P-model
results. Thesecomparisonswill illustratethelimitationsof bothinversionmethods.We
concludethischapterwith a sectionon futurework.
6.1 Flashing rate histogram.,,
Figures 6.1-6.4 show the flashing rate histograms corresponding to all lightning activity
that was detected by the field mill network during the storm periods of interest. Each lightning
event was identified manually by plotting the digital field mill data onto a high-resolution video
monitor as discussed in Chapter 2, sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.6. Previous flashing rate histograms
(e.g., Jacobson and Krider, [1976]; Livingston and Krider [1978]; Maier and Krider [1986]; and
Koshak and Krider l1989]) were based on an automatic, less accurate method of lightning
identification (see section 1). In addition, our manual method also eliminated a threshold
criterion in the definition of a lightning event (usually 600 V/m at two or more sites) that tended
to produce an underestimation of the true flashing rate.
Figures 6.1 and 6.4 show that the storms on July 5, 6, and 31 are all large with peak flashing
rates that exceed 60 flashes over a 5-minute interval. The other storms were small in comparison.
In the following, we will compare the Q- and P-results for these small and large storms.
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6.2 Q- and P-model results
Figures 6.5-6.11 show Q- and P-model results for all large lightning events, i.e., those
lightnings that produced a AE > 1 kV/m at two or more sites. This selection criterion is
somewhat less restrictive than the 1 kV/m at three or more sites used by Maier and Krider
[1986], Koshak and Ka'ider [1989], and Krider [1989]. Each figure shows four plots: (1) the
altitude of the Q- and P-solutions as a function of time; (2) plan views of the X-Y locations of the
Q- and P-solutions relative to the field mill network; (3) projections of the Q- and P-solutions on
a vertical plane that is oriented east and west; and (4) projections of the Q- and P-solutions on a
vertical plane that is oriented north and south. Only plot types (1) and (2) are given for the
storms on July 14 and August 13, 1978, because these storms were considerably off the network
and have few optimum solutions.
In each plot, the magnitudes of the Q-solutions are shown as circles with a radius r =
(AQ/Eb) it2, where E b represents an assumed value for the dielectric breakdown of the air [Koshak
and Krider, 1989]. In all height vs. time plots, E b was 0.3 MV/m and in all plan views F_ was 1.0
MV/m, i.e., smaller circles in the plan views provided a less cluttered map.
The P-vectors in all plots show the direction that positive charge has been effectively
transferred by the discharge. Since we are analyzing changes in the cloud charge distribution, a
P-vector that points from a negative change in charge to a positive change in charge is pointing in
the direction of a positive charge flow (or current). In all height vs. time plots, the magnitude of
the three-dimensional P-vector is plotted and each vector is rotated clockwise from the vertical
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by thezenithangle0 = arccos(APzAP)].In theplanviewsandaltitudecrosssections,theactual
projectionof thethree-dimensionalP-vectoris shown.
Finally, sinceTable5.5showssolutionerrorsto increasefor distantsourcesandsince
KoshakandKrider [1989]foundanomolousQ- andP-parametersfor distantlightning,wehave
removedQ- andP-resultsassociatedwith distantlightningfrom all altitudevs.time, andvertical
cross-sectionplotsgivenin Figures6.5-6.11.Planview plotsshowall solutionsthat werefound
within theboundariesof theKSCmapsgiven. This allowsthereaderto seewhatsolutionshave
beenremovedfrom theotherplotorientations.
Theregionof optimumaccuracyof our Q- andP-parametershasbeenestimatedby
performingseveralsimulatedAE-inversions.Obviously,thereareaninfinity of possiblesource
geometriesandlocationsthatcouldbestudiedin thesimulations.To makethingssimpleyet
informative,wehaveonly studiedAE's producedfrom knownpointchargesources.Weexpect
thattheerrorresultswill begenerallysimilar to analysesthatinvolvemorecomplicatedsource
distributions.
To determinemeaningfulstatisticsof solutionerror, 100Q-modelinversionswere
performedat each(X,Y) locationof theknownpoint source.Eachsimulationhaddifferent
simulatederrors,but wasalwaysbetween0-10%. Theerrorswerealsodifferent from field mill
to field mill. The knownpoint sourcewasalwaysplacedat analtitudeof 8 km andwasalways
assignedachargeof 25C. Thevaluesof X andY rangedfrom 0 to 35km in 5 km stepssothata
totalof 64 sourcelocationswerestudiedfor eachstorm,i.e., for eachnetworkgeometry
encountered.Since100inversionsweredoneateach(X,Y) sourcelocation,atotalof 6400
inversionspernetworkwerecompleted.Forknownsourceslocatedover thenetwork(e.g.,
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X = 15km, Y = 15km), averagepositionerrorswerealwayslessthan0.5km, andaverage
chargeerrorsweretypically only afew tenthsof Coulombs.Standarddeviationswereusually
lessthantheseaveragevalues.For sourceslocatedoff thenetwork(e.g.,X = 30km,Y -- 30
km), positionandchargeerrorswerelarger(typically 1-2km and5-9C,respectively).
Fromoursimulationresults,all Q- andP-solutionsthatoccurwithin theregions:
STORM(i978) X RANGE(km) Y RANGE (kin)
July5 9 - 28 3 - 33
July 6 11- 29 6 - 33
July 11 9 - 29 3 - 33
July 14 9 - 29 3 - 33
July 17 9 - 28 3 - 33
July 19 9 - 29 3 - 33
July31 9 - 29 3 - 33
August 13 9 - 28 3 - 33
areassumedto havepositionerrorsthatarelessthan1km, and,in thecaseof Q-solutions,
chargeerrorsthatarelessthanabout2 C. Any Q- or P-resultlying outsidetheir respective
regionof optimumaccuracygivenaboveis notplottedin Figures6.5-6.11(exceptin theplan
views). Again,this estimatedregionof optimumaccuracyis basedonly onpoint source
inversionshavingQ = 25C andZ = 8 km, i.e.,on typical cloud-to-groundchargeparameters
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[KoshakandKrider, 1989]. If smallerpointchargesourceswereusedin thesimulations(e.g.,
Q = 1C or 5 C) largerpositionerrors,andproportionatelylargerchargeerrorswouldobviously
result,therebychangingtheoptimumregionof accuracy.
Table6.1summarizesthetotalnumberof flashesthatwereidentifiedin eachstorm,the
numberof flashesthatwerelargeenoughto beanalyzedbasedonourAlEthresholdrequirement,
thenumberof solutionsthatwereobtainedwith aC,2< 10,andthenumberof optimumsolutions
thatwerefoundwithin theregionof optimumaccuracy.Note thatwehaveonly beenableto
modelasmallfractionof all flashesthatwereidentified,andthis shouldbekept in mind when
wemakeinferencesabouttheelectricalstructureof stormsat KSC.
Thestatisticsof ouroptimummodelparametersaresummarizedin Table6.2. Notein
this tablethatthetwosmall stormsonJuly 17andJuly 19haveaverageQ-altitudesthatare
about1-2km lower thanin the largestorms.However,thesmallstormonJuly 11has
Q-altitudesthataresimilar to thosefoundin thelargestorms.Moredetailedcomparisonswill be
givenlater in thisdocument.
6.2.1 Storm on July 5, 1978
As seen from the plan view plot in Figure 6.5, most of the lightning activity in this active
storm occurred near the south end of the field mill network. A total of 1209 flashes occurred in 2
hours and 20 minutes.
One feature in the height vs. time plot in Figure 6.5 is the fact that all high-altitude
P-vectors point downward, the low-altitude P-vectors point upward, and the mid-altitude
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P-vectorstendto point horizontally. TheQ-solutionsarelocatedwithin anarrowbandfrom
about6 to 8km andareco-locatedwith thehorizontallypointingP-vectors.Thisgeneralpattern
wasfoundpreviouslyby KoshakandKrider [1989]andis acharacteristicof all stormsthatwe
haveanalyzed.
Thewest-eastverticalprojectionsin Figure6.5showthatthelow-altitudeP-vectorstend
to clusterbelowtheQ-region. Thehigh-altitudeP-vectors,on theotherhand,haveagreater
horizontalextentandaremuchmorenumerous.In addition,thewest-eastverticalprojection
showstwo separateclustersof eventsthatareseparatedby about3 km. Theclusterto thewest
hasno low-altitude,upwardP-vectorsandwasnot asactiveasthemainclusterto theeast.
6.2.2 Storm on July 6, 1978
Figure 6.6 shows that this large storm was located northwest of the field mill network.
Koshak and Krider [1989] have previously analyzed a 20-minute portion of this storm that was
centered on the time of peak activity, i.e., between about 1935 to 1955 GMT. Here, we have
analyzed the entire life-cycle of the thunderstorm. Note that the pattern of Q- and P-solutions
that we have obtained is very similar to the July 5 storm.
The storm on July 6 began in the northwest and then moved to the southeast. In the
height vs. time plot we show two positive Q-solutions (the hatch-shaded circles) that are sys-
tematically higher than most negative Q-solutions. These postive events also occurred on the
southeastern fringe of the storm, in the direction of storm movement. The largest postive
solution occurred near the end of the storm at about 202230 GMT. All of these features are
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reasonablyconsistentwith whatwemightexpectof apositivecloud-to-groundlightning event
[Rust,MacGorman,andArnold, 1981;Brook,Henderson,andPyle, 1989].
ThealtitudecrosssectionsonJuly6 againshowthatthe low-altitudeP-vectorsform a
compactclusterunderthemainQ-solutions,andthehigh altitudeP-vectorsaremorespatially
extended.Theabruptterminationof solutionsto thewestmarksthewestwardextentof the
regionof optimumaccuracy.
6.2.3 Storm on July 11, 1978
The height vs. time plots for this small storm (Figure 6.7) shows that the average
magnitudes of P-vectors are smaller than those in the larger storms. Note that the scale has been
change from the 600 C km in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 to 100 C km in Figure 6.7. It is also interesting
to note in Figure 6.7 that there is only one low-altitude upward pointing P-vector and there is not
a large separation between the high-altitude P-vectors and the Q-solutions as in the larger storms.
6.2.4 Storm on July 17, 1978
The results for this small storm, given in Figure 6.8, have many of the same
charactersitics as the storm on July 11. Here, there are no upward pointing P-vectors at low
altitude, and there is not a large separation between the high-altitude P-vectors and the
Q-solutions. It is interesting to note, however, that there were two positive Q-solutions. The
positive altitudes and magnitudes do not appear to be appreciably different than the normal
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negativeQ-solutions.ThenegativeQ-solutionoccurringjust before1812GMT hasavery low
altitudethatmaybetheresultof inadequateareafiltering.
6.2.5 Storm on July 19, 1978
Note from Figure 6.9 that this small storm occurred in almost the same region as the large
storm on July 5; hence, we can obtain a good comparison between the characteristics of large and
small storms from these cases. Here we have far fewer low-altitude P-vectors pointing upward
than the July 5 storm and very few optimum Q-solutions. One thing that is clear in Figure 6.9 is
that the average magnitudes of the Q- and P-solutions are all smaller than in the July 5 storm.
6.2.6 Storm on July 31, 1978
A portion of this large storm has been analyzed previously by Koshak and Krider [1989],
and our new results for the entire storm period are given in Figure 6.10. The distribution in
Figure 6.4 shows that this storm had a bimodal flashing rate, and we have been able to extract
accurate solutions (i.e., solutions with Cr2 < 10) only for the first portion of the histogram. A
detailed analysis of the digital field mill records has shown that many flashes are overlapping in
time during the second phase. This has made it very difficult to obtain accurate AE's for
individual discharges during this period, and we have obtained only a few acceptable solutions.
In the height vs. time plot and the vertical cross sections in Figure 6.10, the Q-altitudes
are much more variable than in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. In fact, many of the high- and low-altitude
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P-vectorsoverlaptheQ-solutions.
below 12km.
OveralltheQ-altitudesvary fromjust above4 km tojust
6.2.7 Storms on July 14 and August 13, 1978
These storms (shown in Figure 6.1 I) are included here only to illustrate the difficulties
we have with distant storms. Most of the solutions having C_ < 10 also had X-Y locations lying
outside the region of optimum accuracy. When the region of optimum accuracy was relaxed
(i.e., the acceptable area was made larger), the additional solutions obtained were anomolous.
Indeed, even with the current area filter used in the August 13 storm, many of the Q- and P-
altitudes are anomalous; tightening up the area filter constraint would eventually eliminate all
solutions from the plot.
6.3 Linear method results and comparisons
Now that we have seen the Q- and P-results for large and small storms, we will analyze
three typical lightning events using the linear method. Two events had successful Q- or P-
descriptions, and one event could not be described by Q- or P-models.
Our first flash is taken from the large storm on July 6, 1978. This discharge occurred at
201521.4 GMT and was successfully described by the P-model. The P-parameters were: X =
14.6 km, Y = 23.1 km, Z = 10.3 km and AP x = 230 C km, APy = -55.5 C km, AP z = -123.15 C
kin. The linear method produced the distribution that is shown in Figure 6.12. Note that there is
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apronounceddipole-likechargedistributionthatis in thesamegeneralareaof thenetworkas
ourP-result. Thecentroidof theIfjt-distributionis locatedat (19.2km, 22.4km,8.3km), andZfj
= 33.6C. However,aswemightexpectfor acomplexflash,anextraregionof positivecharge
waseffectivelydepositedtowardthesoutheast.Sinceasymmetriesof thiskind donotappearin
ourcomputersimulationsof dipoles,it is possiblethatthedischargemayhaveactuallydeposited
positivechargein thisregion. We probablywereableto obtaina satisfactoryP-fit only because
thepositivechargeto thesoutheastis not large.
For our secondexample,we will analyzeadischargethatoccurredshortlyaftertheflash
discussedabove(i.e., atabout202210.4GMT). Thiseventis of interestbecauseaccordingto
ourpreviousQ-results,it wasapositivedischargeto groundhavingparametersX = 17.3km,
Y = 17.1km, Z = 10.7km,AQ = -39.1C (seeFigure6.6). Theresultsof our linear inversion are
shown in Figure 6.13, and are notably more complicated than a spherically symmetric charge
distribution. A large amount of negative charge has been effectively deposited just east of the
network, and this is consistent with positive charge being transferred to Earth in a positive
ground flash. However, an extra amount of positive charge has been deposited to the southwest.
The overall centroid of this distribution, (20.7 km, 22.7 km, 8.3 km), is still in fair agreement
with the location of the Q-fit. And, the total charge change, Y,fj = - 41.6 C, is also very close to
the Q-fit result given above. Since the negative charge (change) center dominates the solution in
Figure 6.13, it is not difficult to understand why an acceptable Q-fit was found for this discharge.
As our last example we will analyze one lightning event from the July 6 storm that we
could not fit to either a Q- or a P-model. The results for this flash are shown in Figure 6.14, and
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it isclearwhy neithertheQ-or P-modelcoulddescribethisevent. Theplanview for Z = 10km
showsthreeprominentchargecenters.We sawearlier,in Figure6.12a,thatapoint-dipolemodel
coulddescribethreechargecentersif oneof thethreechargesis small,but this is not thecase
here.
6.4 Future work
In the future, we plan to make further analyses of natural lightning with the linear
method, and will compare these results with Q- and P-model solutions. Thus far, the linear
results are in fair agreement with the Q- and P-model results, and they also have explained why
at least one lightning event failed to be described by a Q- or P-model. Further comparisons of
this kind will help us to understand the limitations of both inversion procedures, and will eventu-
ally lead to a better understanding of thundercloud electricity.
In addition, note that all the work presented here on the new linear technique can be
carried over to the study of a fundamentally identical inversion problem, where measurements
of _)E/Ot are made instead of AE, and where retrievals of Op/Ot are found instead of Ap.
Specifically, one may write:
E(x,y,t) = Iv. K(x,y,r') p(r',t)dV" . (6.1)
Taking a partial time derivative of this equation gives:
_)E
Ot (x,y,t) = 5v.K(x,y,r') op ot(r"t) dV" . (6.2)
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This lastequationcan be solved in much the same way as the field change inversion problem
discussed above. In effect, we are dealing with the same linear system g -- Kf, except that the
physical meaning of g (_E/_t at the ground) and f (current, _l/_t, in the cloud) have changed.
Accordingly, the types of external constraints applied will, in general, be different from those
discussed in Chapter 4. Since the kernel function in Eq. (6.2) is the same as before (i.e., the
gradient of the Green function evaluated at the ground), all the same kernel scaling techniques
discussed above can be applied here. Furthermore, the results of the information content eigen-
analyses given above directly apply. Indeed, from a practical standpoint of obtaining reasonable
inversion results, most attention is centered around successfully dealing with the kernel
functions; the physical meanings of g and f are almost rudimentary.
Using a ground-based network of _E/_t sensors that could also provide values of AE, or
using field-inferred values of each quantity, our linear method could be used to help improve our
understanding of the electrical nature of thunderstorms. Combinations of these inversion results
with studies of the Maxwell current density at the ground (e.g., of the type described in Krider
and Musser [1982]; Krider and Blakeslee [1985]; and Deaver and Krider [to be published in
JGR]) should also be investigated.
We can extend our above comments by noting that any temporal operator (e.g., _/'dt,
_2/'dt2, _ ( )dt, etc.) can be applied to Eq. (6.1) and the same linear system g -- Kf will result. This
system, in turn, can be solved by the methods presented in Chapter 3 above. Again, the types of
external constraints will generally differ from one inversion problem to the next.
Note that the inversion problem we are considering in Eq. (6.2) should not be confused
with an interpolation algorithm discussed in Blakeslee [ 1984], for contouring current densities.
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This algorithm,originally proposedbyDr. ElemerMagaziner(NOAA), cannot reconstruct
realistic source distributions, but instead finds a single current pulse a fixed height above each
field mill. The main purpose of the algorithm was to interpolate measurements of E (or
measurements of AE, 0E//)t, etc.) for contouring purposes, and as such, is a far more restricted
problem than the one we pose above. Furthermore, if more realistic current distributions are
found by using the Landweber and/or steepest descent method described in Chapter 3, our
methods would also serve as an improved interpolation scheme of E, 0E, OE/Ot, etc. As
discussed in Blakeslee [1984], this interpolation is done by simply solving the forward problem
after the source distribution is acquired.
Finally, it is of great interest to supplement ground-based measurements of lightning AE's
with measurements of AE taken above ground with aircraft. Obviously, additional
measurement(s) above ground will be highly independent of the ground-based network, so that
the information content of the total ground and air measuring system will be much improved.
This could ultimately lead to far more accurate lightning charge retrievals.
The reader should note, however, that an aircraft measurement of lightning field change
will in general be a vector quantity AE = (AE_, AEy, AE,). The ground-based measurements
have, on the other hand, only a z-component value since, under our assumptions, AE x and AEy
are always zero on the ground. Hence, before attempting an inversion, our basic Fredholm
integral equation [Eq. (3.22)] must be further generalized. Taking the temporal change in the
gradient of Eq. (3.17) leads to three linear Fredholm integral equations:
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g_(r) = f K_(r,r')f(r') dV"
V"
g,(r)=
V"
g,(r) = _Kz(r,r')f(r" ) dV',
V"
(6.3)
where the g's are the changes in the x, y, and z-components of the potential gradient vector at
location r, the K's are the spatial gradients in the x, y, and z directions of the Green function
given in Eq. (3.16), and f is the change in the charge density at r'. These three equations can be
added to obtain one Fredholm integral equation:
g'(r) _ " " " "= K (r,r)fir ) dV . (6.4)
V"
Note that we have used a "g*" to indicate the sum of the field change components (g,_ + gy + gz),
and a "K*" for the sum of the kernel components (K x + Ky + Kz) to avoid confusion with Eq.
(3.22). It is important to emphasize that, since the kernel K*(r,r') is different, and far more
complicated than our old kernel K(x,y,r), the feasibility of inverting aircraft AE's along with
ground-based measurements is yet to be determined. In particular, the scaling of K*(r,r') is
complicated and requires additional investigation. At present, it appears that it is most practical
(both mathematically and experimentally) to invert only the last (z-component) equation in (6.3),
i.e., to invert ground-based measurements together with any number of aircraft measurements of
AE,. Simulated inversions of this equation are currently being investigated by the author.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY
We have developed an interactive computer program that plots digital field mill data and
can be used to identify and compute the changes in the cloud electric field due to lightning. We
have then used this program to compute accurate lightning AE-values and flashing rates in eight
Florida thunderstorms at the NASA Kennedy Space Center. The lightning field changes have
then been analyzed using a nonlinear least-squares minimization procedure to derive the
optimum parameters for point charge (Q) and point dipole (P) models.
Three storms analyzed had relatively low flashing rates, while three other storms were
considerably more active. We have also illustrated the difficulty in analyzing two distant storms.
Because of the long time periods of storm activity studied (e.g., over several hours in most
cases), the improved detection and analyses of lightning AE's, and reduced threshold biases, we
have been able to make an improved comparison between large and small storms. Even with
these differences however, the spatial and temporal development of the Q- and P-solutions were
found to be similar to results given in Maier and Krider [1986], Koshak and Krider [1989], and
Krider [ 1989].
We have also developed a new way to analyze lightning field changes. The new
approach starts by describing the inversion problem in terms of a linear system of equations
given by: g = Kf, where g is a column vector of field change measurements, f is a column vector
that specifies the values of lightning charge on a grid system lying above the measuring network,
and K is a kernel matrix relating the two.
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We havereviewedsomestandardlinearinversionmethods,butbecausethekernelmatrix
K isvery large,andsincepositiveandnegativechargesmustberetrievable,wehavebeenforced
to deviseanewtechniqueof inversion.Thenew(iterative)techniquehasbeenstrongly
motivatedby theTwomey-Chahinetomographicinversionmethodandis essentiallybasedon the
methodof steepestdescent.Eachchargevalueisupdatedvia: fj" -- fj- t_e/_fj, where e is an
error function of the form: e(f) = (g - Kf) 2 + TtCl(f) +...+ YNCN(f), and the C's are constraint
functions. A distinct benefit of this approach is that one can select any type of external
constraint(s) desired, i.e., the constraint function are arbitrary.
By letting t = 1/2 and removing the constraint terms Cl(f) ..... CN(f), we find that the
iterative method produces a stable solution provided the number of iterations is limited (e.g., we
have typically used 1000 iterations or less in our analyses presented above). We have shown that
this special case of the steepest descent method is equivalent to an iteration technique introduced
by Landweber [1950].
Our linear method allows us to determine volume distributions of lightning charge on a
grid of any desired resolution. To test the method, we have performed simulated inversions that
use computer generated AE-values produced from known charge sources. In most cases, both the
symmetry and (centroid) location of the retrievals were found to be in fair agreement with the
known source. For sources located off the network, systematic errors in source location have
been quantified and explained. We feel that the new linear method should be further explored to
determine solution errors for source locations and geometries that differ from those presented
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here. We alsostronglyrecommendthatadditionalexternalconstraintsbeexplored(see,for
instance,section4.3.4)to furtherreducesolutionambiguities.
While we were developing the new linear method, we clarified some fundamental
problems in field change inversions. We discussed and distinguished the difference between
solution ambiguities that result from the nonuniqueness of charge and those that result from
measurement error. And, we have clarified how it is possible to find lightning solutions when
the number of unknowns is greater than the number of measurements made. We have pointed
out that, as early as Workman, Holzer, and Pelsor [1942], the number of charge model
parameters used to describe a lightning event have been (incorrectly) limited by the number of
measurements. In our work, we have shown that it is possible to obtain valid results of up to
n = 4851 unknowns using just 25 measurements, provided external constraints are added.
Moreover, even without applying external constraints to the model parameters, we have
shown that it is still possible to solve for more unknowns than measurements. In the Marquardt
algorithm, we have emphasized that the conditioned approximative curvature matrix A = A" + 7 I
is invertible for fewer measurements than model parameters because the parameter increments
are constrained to be small.
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APPENDIX
UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION LYING IN THE ROW SPACE OF K
In Chapter 4, we have written the linear system of equations as: g = Kf-- Kf o + Kf n,
where fo and fn are the orthogonal and nonorthogonal portions of the solution, respectively.
Methods of inversion that restrict the solution to the space spanned by the row vectors of K are
essentially forcing fo = 0. With this restriction, we will now show that the solution f, is unique.
Note that for this discussion we will assume no measurement errors, i.e. the components of g are
known exactly.
Proof (by contradiction):
Given: g=Kf
Assume that there are solutions of the form f = _aiK i. =/_a where K i is the ith row vector of K.
In effect, we assume that fo = 0. From this set of solutions, pick two distinct solutions:
fl = I_81
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Kf_= Kf 2
K(r1- r9 = 0
=_ KI_(al - az) = 0
"bKI_b = 0, where b = (a I - a s)
==_ (I_b) 2 = 0
.'. _b--O.
But since the row vectors of K are assumed to be linearly independent,/_b = 0 has only the
trivial solution b = 0, so that fl = t"2" Q.E.D.
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Figure 6.1 Five minute flashing rate histograms for July 5 and July 6,
1978.
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TABLE 5.1 Eigenanalysis of a centrally located grid system
for various grid resolutions. The center of the grid is
always at (x,y,z) = (18 km, 18 km, I0 km) and has horizontal
and vertical dimensions of 40 km and 20 km, respectively.
Values in the table are the scaled eigenvalues i. s = l./l
1 . l..max
Expected solution errors _2 are also shown for each grlo.
Grid Resolution (km)
I 2
01 O. I000E+01 O. I000E+01 O. I000E+01
02 O. 5020E+00 O.419DE+O0 0.3360E+00
03 0.4167E+00 O.31_+00 O.215_+00
04 0.3953E+00 O. 2_9E+00 0.1780E+00
05 0.3130E+00 O. 2024E+00 O. 110_+00
06 0.2940E+00 O. 1863E+00 0.9028E-01
07 O. 2633E+00 O. 1463E+00 O. 5914E-01
08 O. 2551E+O0 O. 1382E+00 0.5227E-01
09 O. 23_+00 0.122_ +00 0.4419E_ I
10 O. 2182£+00 O. 1049E+00 O. 3363E-01
11 O, 2153E+00 O. 9591E-01 O. 2876E-01
12 O. 2114E+00 0.9308E-01 O. 2380E--01
13 O. 1912E+O0 O. 77'82E-01 O. 1900E-01
14 O. 1886E+00 O. 7434E-01 O. 1339E-01
15 O. 1805E+00 0.6560E-01 O. 1307E-01
16 O. 1775E+00 0.6211E-01 O. 1246E-01
17 O. 1718E+00 O. 5945E-01 O. 1088E--01
18 O. 1647E+00 O. 5396E-01 0.8755E-02
19 O. 1570E+00 0.4834E-01 O. 6600E-02
20 0.1488E+00 O. 4450E--01 O. 444ZE--D2
21 0.1476E+00 0.404q_E-O 1 O. 3157E-02
22 O. 1431E+00 0.3314E--01 O. 1396E-02
23 O. 1298E+00 O. 2949E-01 O. 835_E-03
24 O. 1250E+00 O. 2544E-01 O. 5052E-03
25 0.1175E+00 O. 2005E-01 0.1398E-03
2 1.274E-02 2.322E'02 4.508E-01
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TABLE 5.2 Eigenanalysis of a centrally located grid system
for various grid dimensions. Grid resolution is always 1 km,
and the center of the grid is always at (x,y,z) = (18 km, 18
km, i0 km). Values in the table are scaled eigenvalues li _ =
A_/_ma x. Expected solution errors _2 are also shown for each
g_id.
Cubical Grid Dimension (km)
5 10 15 20
01 0. IO00E+O 1 O. 1000E÷01 O. 1000E+01 O. 1000E+O 1
02 O. 2077E-01 0.915 IE-01 O. 2511E÷O0 O.4755E+00
03 O. 1827E-01 O. 8307E-01 O. 2205E+00 O.4272E+00
04 O. 6230E-02 O. 2368E--01 O. 1141E +00 O.3476E+ O0
05 0.8597E-03 O. 1649E-01 O. I001E+00 0.3162E+00
06 0.3419E-03 O.8046E-02 O. 6768E_I O. 2866E+00
07 O.3121E--03 0.4469E-02 O. 5391E_I O. 2831E+00
08 O. I096E-03 O.2913E-02 0.4942E-01 O. 2562E+00
09 O.8020E-04 O.2526E-02 0.3265E--01 O. 2379E+00
10 O. 1800E-04 O. 1194E-02 0.2402E-01 O. 2131 E+O0
11 O. 1130E-04 O.9595E-03 O. 1850E-01 O. 2083E+00
12 O.505 IE_5 O.5321E-03 O. 1659E-01 O. 2055E+00
13 O.3460E--05 O.3358E-03 O. 1452E-01 O. 1968E+00
14 O. 1796E_5 O. 1889E-03 O. 1194E--01 O. 1898E+00
15 0.7817E_6 O. 1496E--03 O. I040E-01 O. 1766E+00
16 0.6453E--06 O. 1409E_3 0.8702E-02 O. 1723E+00
17 O.3875E-06 O.9240E--04 O. 7818E-02 O. 1661E+00
18 O. 1669E-06 O.4667E_4 O. 6484E--02 O. 1624E+00
19 O. 7287E-07 O. 3211 E-4)4 O.3769E-02 0.1495 E+O0
20 O. 5334E--07 O. 1779E-04 O. 1864E-02 O. 1438E+00
21 O. 2123E-07 O. 1418E_4 O. I034E--02 O. 1318E+00
22 O. 7835E-08 O. 5724E--05 O.5089E-03 O.2064E-01
23 O. 1590E-08 O. 2085E-05 O.4213E-03 O. 1477E-01
24 O. I014E-08 O. 4923E--06 0.7132E_4 0.3763E-02
25 0.4784E- 09 0.4269E-06 O.4786E- 04 O. 1447E- 02
_2 6.576E+04 I.038E+02 1.353E+00 I.083E -01
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TABLE 5.3 Eigenanalysis of a small cubical grid system
(dimension I0 km, resolution 1 km) for various distances from
the measuring network. Center of grid is always at an
altitude of 8 km. Values in table are scaled eigenvalues l.s
= 11/__ . For very illconditioned cases (i.e., when grid _s
welI _L_f_ network), the smallest eigenvalues could not be
accurately computed and hence have been omitted below.
Expected solution errors are given only for those cases where
all eigenvalues have been found.
(x,y) Location of Grid System Center (km)
(18,18) (25,25) (32,32) (39,39) (46,46)
01 O. 1000E+01 O. 1000E+01 O. 1000E+01 O. 1000E+01 O. 1000E+01
02 O. 1722E+00 O. 1755E+00 0.2592E-01 0.3983E-02 O. 1568E-02
03 O. 1579E+00 O. 1101E+00 O. 1648E-01 0.3402E-02 0.9226E-03
04 O. 5838E-01 O. 4331E-01 O. 1041E-02 O. 5126E-04 O. 5855E-05
05 0.4414E-O 1 0.2228E-01 O. 7562E--03 O. 2580E-04 O. 21 04E-05
06 O. 3520E-O 1 0.1712E-O 1 O. 5174E-03 O. 8809E-05 O. 8335 E-06
07 O. 1683E-01 O. 1226E-01 O. 3351E-04 O. 2689E--06 O. 1340E-07
08 O. 1531E-O 1 O. 8082E-02 O. 2154E-04 O. 1872E-06 O. 4766E-08
09 0.1208E-01 O.3632E--02 O. 1199£-04 O.8320E-07 O.3026E-08
10 0.7505E-02 O. 1443E.-02 0.7062E-05 O. 3800E-07 O. 7670E-09
11 O.5937E-02 O. 1155E-02 O. 1165E-05 O.2435E-08 0.3181E-09
12 O. 4458£--02 0.4851E-03 0.4494E--06 O. 1141E-08 O. 1529E-09
13 O. 2549E-02 O.3170E-03 O. 1896E-06 O. 3151E-09 O. 1284E-09
14 O. 1383E-02 0.1274E-03 O. 6925E-07 O. 2504E-09 0.1057E-09
15 O. 8865E--03 0.4511E-04 O. 5212E-07 O. 17"/'0E-09 O. 7397E-10
16 0.4913E-03 0.2804E-04 O. 1095E-07 O. 1245E-09 0.4279E-I0
17 O. 2685E-03 O. 1552E-04 O. 7298E-08 0.7937E-10 O. 2903E-10
18 O. 1475E-03 0.1005E-04 O. 1469E-08 0.3725 E-10 O. 1361E-10
19 O. 1216E-03 0.6217E-05 0.4730E-09 0.9219E-I I O. 1948E-I I
20 0.7002E-04 O. 2158E-05 0.3384E--09 0.2854E-11
21 0.2824E-04 O. 6079E-06 0.1263E-09
22 O. 1492E--04 O. 3107E-06 O. 6439E-10
23 O. 1004E-04 O. 1649E.-06 O. 2914E-10
24 O. 1102E-05 O. 1743E-07 0.8911E-11
25 O. 6529E-06 O. 5484E--08
._2 O. 6583E+04 0.5617E+06
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TABLE 5.4 Eigenanalyses of five different field mill net-
works: (I) a small square network of area 5.76 km 2, (2) the
1978 KSC network, (3) the 1987 KSC network, (4) the 1991 KSC
network, and (5) a large square network of area 1024 km 2,
The U.H.S. grid has 2 km resolution with x and y ranging from
-2 to 38 km, and z from 0 to 20 km. Expected solution errors
_2 are shown for each network.
Small Area KSC KSC KSC Large Area
Network Network Network Network Network
(1978) (1987) (1991)
01 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
02 0.6410E--01 0.4196E+00 0.5277E+00 0.5202E+00 0.5492E+00
03 0.6393E--01 0.3177E+00 0.3702E+00 0.3587E+00 0.5492E+00
04 0.9410E-02 0.2839E+00 0.2946E+00 0.2844E+00 0.4022E+00
05 0.7557E-02 0.2024E+00 0.2309E+00 0.2065E+00 0.3559E+00
06 0.6190E-02 0.1863E÷00 0.2154E+00 0.1914E+00 0.3517E+00
07 0.1251E-02 0.1463E÷00 0.I(>61E+00 0.1608E+00 0.2999E+00
08 0.I086E_2 0.1382E+00 0.1491E+00 0.1454E+00 0.2999E+00
09 0.24TTE-03 0.1227E+00 0.1341E+00 0.1320E+00 0.2627E+00
10 0.1864E-04 0.1049E+00 0.1229E+00 0.1155E+00 0.2627E+00
11 0.1784E--04 0.9591E-,01 0.1056E+00 0.1122E+00 0.2501E+00
12 0.3274E--05 0.930BE-.01 0.9682.E-01 0.9389E-01 0.2403E+00
13 0.1376E-.._5 0.7782E-01 0.8085E-01 0.8822E-01 0.2394E+00
14 0.9867E-06 0.7434E-01 O.7964E.-01 0.8275E-01 0.2211E+00
15 0.8476E-06 0.6560E-01 0.7535E-01 0.7984E-01 0.2209E+00
16 0.3069E-06 0.6211E-01 0.7320E-01 0.7717E-01 0.2146E+00
17 0.2147E-06 0.5945E-01 0.6987E-01 0.7129E-01 0.2146E+00
18 0.I027E-06 0.5396E-01 0.6355E_I 0.6755E-01 0.2090E+00
19 0.7777E-07 0.4834E-01 0.6098E-01 0.5681E-01 0.2089E+00
20 0.2496E_7 0.4450E-01 0.5150E-01 0.5503E-01 0.1943E+00
21 0.1040E-07 0.4049E-01 0.4938E-01 0.5153E-01 0.1941E+00
22 0.9157E_8 0.3314E-01 0.4794E-01 0.4444£-01 0.1940E+00
23 0.1842E-08 0.2949E-01 0.4315E_I 0.4275E-01 0.1810E+00
24 0.8621E-09 0.2544E-01 0.3677E-01 0.3759E-01 0.1809E+00
25 0.8080E-09 0.2005E--01 0.3417E-01 0.3475E-01 0.1721E+00
26 0.3252E-01 0.3189E-01
27 0.2837E-01 0.3045E-01
28 0.2527E-01 0.2646E-01
29 0.2253E-01 0.2330E-01
30 0.1812E-01 0.1838E-01
31 0.1667E-01 0.1702E-01
32 O. 1173E-.01
33 O. 9806E-02
34 O. 8838E.-.03
_2 5.944£+04 2.322E-02 7.099E-02 2.483E-02 1.191E-02
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